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The U.S. Territory of Guam is located in the Western Pacific, approximately 7.5 hours
flight west of Honolulu. A regional map of Guam’s location is provided as following
insert Map 1.1. Under Government of Guam ownership, the Port Authority of Guam
(“PAG”) controls the Gregorio D. Perez (“GDP Marina”) and Agat Marinas. PAG’s core
business is to oversee the Guam Commercial Port, which provides the people of Guam
with ocean commerce, shipping, recreational and commercial boating as well as sea
vessel navigation. PAG provides a critical role with a reported 90 percent of the day-today goods and supplies consumed by Guam residents passing through the Port.
Control of Guam’s marinas was transferred to PAG in 1984, partially because of its
expertise in managing harbors, ship docking and implementing harbor safety.
1.1 Assignment
Guam’s marinas provide a gateway to the island’s vast oceanic resources. The marinas
support Guam’s boater population, which reportedly includes over 300 offshore
subsistence, recreational and commercial fisherman and boaters. The marinas are also
critical to Guam’s visitor industry, with estimates of more than 250,000 visitors annually
using the marinas. For many years, Guam’s marinas have suffered from neglect and
both marinas are in overall poor condition. However, most recently, marina-related
concerns are being addressed and major repair work has recently commenced.
Considering the importance of focusing on its core mission and other reasons, PAG is
studying the viability of alternate management regimes for the marinas.
The Port Authority of Guam recently retained Captain, Hutapea & Associates, Inc. to
complete this analysis of alternate management regimes for Guam’s marinas. You
represent PAG in these matters and require consulting services including an analysis of
alternate management regimes for Guam’s marinas.
Our assignment was to prepare a Consulting Report including an analysis of alternate
management regimes for Guam’s marinas. The function of this consulting report is to
provide informed market based analyses and conclusions, in addition to relevant
supporting data, upon which internal, marina management-related decisions may be
based.
The intended users of our report include the client, its authorized
representatives and any auditors or regulators that may be involved with oversight. This
report is subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions contained in a following
section. The effective date of this consulting assignment is May 15, 2011.
1.2 Background of Study
The lack of suitable and functional infrastructure, according to PAG, has long been
identified as the major impediment to the successful growth and expansion of Guam’s
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Map 1.1 – East Asia and Oceania Map
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small scale commercial fishery and charter operations to enhance Guam’s tourism plant
and overall economic base, as well as the sustainability of traditional and cultural
activities associated with the marine environment.
To assist in the development of domestic small boat, commercial, sport, recreational,
and subsistence to fisheries, the Government of Guam facilitated the construction of two
public small boat facilities to serve as the islands off-shore boaters. The Gregorio D.
Perez Marina in Hagåtña, and the Agat Marina, which together currently support the
island’s estimated 300-plus boaters.
The original Hagåtña facility was built in the pre-WWII era, and then expanded and
upgraded to its present form in 1977. The Agat Marina was completed in 1990. Both
existing facilities are relatively small, compared to mainland standards, with overall
berthing capacity totaling a little over 200 slips. The addition of Agat Marina allowed for
improved access to new and under-utilized fishing grounds in the south, addressed the
demand for permanent dockage space, providing additional safe harbor in bad weather,
and facilitated search and rescue activities for the area.
The Port Authority of Guam was delegated with administrative authority over the GDP
Marina in the early 1980s and oversaw the Agat facility from the onset. The GDP
Marina prior to 2011, had not received any major infusion of capital improvement funds
since it was turned over to PAG two decades ago. The Agat Marina has not received
capital improvement funds since its completion. According to the client, this is primarily
the result insufficient funding levels from marina revenues to sustain the marina
operations. PAG claims to highly subsidize the marina operations and repairs.
However, there are no cost accounting systems in place to support these claims.
Repair and upgrade of the facilities has reached a critical point, and has already caused
the closure of slips at the Agat marina for safety reasons.
1.3 Goals
The Port Authority of Guam retained Captain, Hutapea & Associates to assist in
identifying and analyzing alternatives to the existing management structure that will
serve to adequately meet the needs of Guam’s expanding marina user base. The
primary objectives of the project are to promote long-term economic diversification and
enhance the capabilities of Guam’s people to reap the benefits of the island’s marine
resources within a fiscally responsible and sustainable program by:
1. Supporting the retention and growth of over 300 off-shore fisherman
(commercial charter, recreational, subsistence, traditional) presently
participating in the industry.
2. Instituting maintenance to prevent the shutdown of the marinas.
3. Increasing opportunities for accessing ocean resources and under-utilized
fishing grounds.
4. Increasing import substitution capabilities of Guam’s fisheries from 5 percent
of all the island’s total annual fisheries imports of $32 million.
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5. Increasing the share of tourists participating in marine-related tour options
available at the marina.
6. Mitigating potential navigational hazards and personal safety issues for
marina users.
7. Identifying revenue flows from user fees and other sources that will support
facilities.
8. Contribute to the overall function and appeal of the facilities via repairs and
upgrades.
1.4 Scope of Work
The purpose of this project is to develop an alternative management regime
implementation strategy. The recommendations herein were based on the results
obtained from the analyses completed. We identified short and long term problems with
the operation and management of Port Authority of Guam’s Marina program to include:
Management Structure and Programs
•
•
•
•
•

Management structure alternatives evaluated.
Marketing program – targeting present and potential market sectors.
Potential new services, amenities, facilities.
Operational policies and procedures.
Financial program – public subsidy requirements, identification of
alternative funding services.

Operational Facility Costs and Fees Analysis
•
•

Budget and cost accounting analysis (with identification of potential areas
of cost savings)
Fees/charge structure

Identification of the Role and Opportunities of Marinas
•
•
•
•
•

Economic contribution
Preservation of Traditional/Cultural use of marine resources
Public/Social resource
Regulatory/Safety support
Resource management and utilization

Repair Strategy
•

Identify deficiencies in the condition of the marinas.
− Public health and safety issues
− Facility infrastructure repair
Slips, docks, utilities, navigation issues, etc.
Estimate costs for repairs
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1.5 Executive Summary
1.5.1 Role and Operations of Marinas
Marinas provide a gateway connecting land and sea. Marinas typically involve a boat
basin that provides dockage and other services to pleasure craft. A wide range of
services and activities are provided at modern marina facilities. The services and
activities provided are frequently determined by an individual marina’s characteristics.
The GDP and Agat marinas involve recreational marina facilities.
Marinas are usually affected by the same macro and microeconomic forces that affect
commercial real estate. The factors include population growth and aging patterns,
disposable income and other factors. Marinas can be affected by legislation and
changes in regulations. It is widely expected that demand for marina facilities on Guam
will grow along with the economic and population growth associated with the pending
military build-up. Guam is a unique market where there is no competitive supply.
Management of marinas is highly specialized and it is important that management has
knowledge of basic business practices, understands the labor-intensive nature of the
job, and liability issues. Quality management must be aware of the boaters needs and
provide improvements or services to meet these needs. Specialized knowledge is
required for most labor assignments at marinas. Management must also emphasize
safety, as docks and ships must be periodically inspected. Proactive damage
containment is critical for marinas that may be impacted by severe wind and high
waves. Management must monitor trash removal, cleanliness, mechanical equipment
and safeguards for gasoline pumps, tanks and other facilities.
1.5.2 Historic Materials and Document Review
As part of the scope of our assignment, we reviewed historic materials and documents
pertaining to the Guam marinas. We obtained numerous documents from the client and
other sources. The documents reviewed include public laws, master plans, leases,
testimony, opinions and other documents. Under U.S. Public Law 86-664, Guam –
Land Grants, a portion of Paseo De Susana (including GDP Marina) was granted to the
Government of Guam. The property conveyed shall be subject to the condition that the
property shall be used:
•

Soley for Civic, Park, and Recreational Purposes

If use of the conveyed property does not comply with the restrictions, or if the
Government of Guam should ever sell or otherwise dispose of such land, title shall
revert to the United States.
By Guam Public Law 17-071 dated October 1984, the authority for Guam’s public
harbors, small boat marinas and facilities were transferred from the Department of
Parks and Recreation to the Port Authority of Guam.
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The PAG Marina Rules and Regulations were adopted in September 2007.
purpose is to:
•

The

Ensure the safe and efficient control and management of vessels using Guam
Marinas in order that the public may enjoy safe, orderly, and convenient
water-related recreation activities consistent with all applicable lows.

Fees and charges relative to the marinas, according to the rules and regulations,
should be:
•
•
•

Based on the expenses of the operation, maintenance, and improvements at
the marina.
Reasonable
Fixed with due regard to the primary purposes of providing public recreational
facilities and promoting the fishing industry.

1.5.3 Guam Marinas Overview
The Guam marinas that are subject to this study involve the Gregorio D. Perez Marina
in Hagåtña, and the Agat Marina in Agat. These marinas generally serve the needs of
small boaters on Guam. Both marinas are owned by the Government of Guam and
administered by the Port Authority of Guam. There is currently no Marina Manager for
the properties, and the assigned PAG staff has worked for years without the funds
required to maintain the properties. The marinas currently suffer from years of neglect
and services and amenities offered have continued to decline. The marinas are 100
percent occupied and demand for slips at Guam’s marinas is projected to increase
along with the population and economic growth associated with the proposed military
buildup. Guam’s marinas are potentially great assets, but require a massive infusion of
money to repair docks, replace sheet pilling, dredge, repair, and add services and other
items. Various improvement projects commenced in 2011.
The GDP marina, also commonly known as Agana Boat Basin or Hagåtña Marina,
benefits from a prime location on the waterfront of Guam’s capital city, Hagåtña. The
GDP Marina improvements were originally built in the pre-World War Two era. The
existing improvements were mostly constructed by the US Army Corps of Engineers in
1977 at a cost of $1.2 Million. The marina consists of two small lagoons formed by a
series of breakwaters consisting of earth fill retained by steel sheet piles. The marina
contains 8.23 acres of fast and submerged land and includes 61 slips, 45 at the inner
basin and 16 at the outer basin.
The Agat Marina is located along Route 2 and the oceanfront in Agat. The Agat Marina
was built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under the authority of Section 107 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1960. The project was completed and dedicated in March
1989, and construction of shore-side facilities by the Government of Guam was
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completed in September 1990. This marina is comprised of over two acres of shoreside
facilities and approximately nine acres in the basin. The original design included a total
of 154 slips including accommodations for 9 sixty foot vessels, 30, forty five foot
vessels, and 115 twenty five foot vessels or less.
1.5.4 Comparable Marina Operations
Hawaii and CNMI both involve island communities with cultural and historic subsistence
fishing traditions, as well as significant economic reliance on tourism. These locations
involve U.S. jurisdictions and were considered most comparable to the subject Guam
marinas. In addition to these locations, we further completed marina research inclusive
of aggregate market data compiled for the entire industry in the U.S. Our CNMI and
Hawaii research included a detailed review of organizational documents, rules and
regulations and other data. In Saipan, non-commercial slip fees reflect $3.50 to $8.00
per foot, depending on vessel length. Commercial rates at this marina reflect $5.00 to
$15.00 per foot, depending on vessel length.
Hawaii marina mooring fees were increased in 2009 to account for the increased cost of
operations. The new rates were based upon a study completed to determine the cost of
gross small boat harbor operations solely based upon mooring fees collected.
Currently, mooring fees are set by boating facility category and applied individually.
Commercial mooring rates reflect the greater of double non-commercial rates, or three
percent of gross receipts. Additional charges apply for utilities and other services. Both
Hawaii and CNMI marinas are owned and operated by the local governments.
1.5.5 Repair Strategy
The subject marinas have suffered from neglect for many years. Dangerously poor
floating docks, rusting sleet piling, shallow waterways, damaged bathrooms and fueling
facilities, deteriorating utilities and generally poor maintenance have resulted in a poor
quality product provided to marina users. Fortunately, new management has pushed
forward with badly needed repair work in Agana. Phase I repairs commenced in May
2011 and include 461 linear feet of removal and installation of new bollards, new sheet
piles, walkway, railings and other work. Funding for the renovations is from two grant
awards from the US Department of Interior under the Capital Improvement Program. A
third application has been submitted to fund Phase II, which involves $640,000 to repair
docks. The Guam Fisherman’s Cooperative Association (“GFCA”), along with other
private sector commercial operators, provided PAG with a list of priority projects and
estimated costs for the GDP and Agat marinas.
The total estimated GDP and Agat marina repair cost reflects over $12 million. In
addition to providing the cost estimate, the GFCA and private firms identified possible
funding sources. Repair strategy for the Guam marinas has evolved over the years,
and has taken on an increasing level of importance under the new administration. Due
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to the current accounting system and procurement requirements, funds allocated for the
repair work are depleted quickly. Due to the nature of marina properties, which involve
high capital improvement costs, sinking funds or reserves accounts are necessary in
theory, but are difficult to effectuate.
A comprehensive repair strategy should ultimately be developed by the Marina
Manager, in conjunction with available and projected funding. The repair strategy would
list items to repair by priority, with safety issues considered most important. Repair
strategies should consider the impact on marina users, and the implementation of
repairs could be structured to minimize negative impacts, based on input from the
Marina Users Group and GFCA. Due to the significant costs associated with marina
repairs, it is critical that an experienced, transparent and efficient management structure
be implemented for Guam marinas, inclusive of a financial reporting and accountability
framework. Quality management will likely result in additional federal grants to improve
Guam’s marinas. Federal grants are critical considering the high costs of these
projects. Once quality management is in place, and major marina repairs are
completed, it is unlikely that Guam’s marinas will again deteriorate to the current levels.
1.5.6 Cost and Fee Analysis
In order to implement an alternate management regime for Guam’s marinas, it is critical
that all parties benefit from a detailed, accurate representation of historic financial
operations. This data, along with other information, serves as the basis for future
projections. Marina operations should generate a small profit or break even, before
capital expenditure costs. In Hawaii, slip rental rates are periodically adjusted to cover
the increasing cost of operations. The Guam Marina Rules and Regulations provide
that the fees and charges shall be based on the expenses of operation, maintenance
and improvements (among other requirements). In order to analyze the subject marina
financial operations, we requested historic and income expense data from the client.
Currently, there is no separate cost accounting for the marina operations with PAG.
Income and expense data was compiled by the client via separate account reports and
significant manual input into spreadsheets created for this effort. It is difficult to assess
the reported historic figures with confidence due to the current accounting, compiling
and reporting process.
Considering the poor condition of the marinas, it is widely recognized that significant
costs for capital improvements would be required in the near term. In May 2011, a $2.0
million upgrade project was announced for the GDP Marina. Additional projects are
anticipated for Agat. As previously reviewed in detail herein, total required capital
expenditures for Guam’s marinas exceed $10.0 million. Additional funding would be
required to complete the GDP Marina Master Plan.
A common user complaint regarding fees is that the commercial rates in Agana are
cheaper that the non-commercial rates in Agat. It is further noted that the Marina Rules
and Regulations provide (under the Commercial Activities section) that, “No regular or
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extensive use of any Port Authority property or facilities at a Marina for private gain or
private purposes shall be permitted without corresponding and reasonable benefits and
returns to the Port Authority and to the public.” These reflect important factors in
assessing future potential marina revenue growth.
The current accounting process for Guam’s marinas does not allow for critical analysis
of operations. For alternate management operations to be seriously considered, we
recommend that separate cost accounting be implemented by PAG. Accurate, historic
income and expense figures for the subject marinas will allow for open, transparent
negotiations with future prospective management partners. The cost accounting should
include an allocation for personnel expenses, insurance and other indirect PAG
expenses, which will allow for an overall analysis of the marinas as a standalone profit
(or loss) center for PAG. In order to comply with the Rules and Regulations
requirement that fees and charges shall be based on the expenses of operation,
maintenance and improvements at the marinas, it is essential that such cost figures be
accurate and easily obtained.
PAG is currently subsidizing marina operations at a level that is difficult to assess due to
accounting and expense allocation issues. Further, the subsidy will likely increase
because repairs and expenses have been inadequate for many years. Increased fees,
along with marina improvements, will reduce the required subsidy. An alternate
management regime would also likely reduce the required PAG subsidy in the near
term. Over time, it will be possible to accurately identify (through cost accounting) and
minimize or eliminate the subsidy on marina operations. However, major capital
expenditures, including federal and local government components, will likely continue to
be part of PAG long term marina operations on Guam.
It is noted that neither revenues nor net income estimates are the primary components
of analyzing alternate management regimes. However, projected financial operations
were analyzed, within the context of the alternate management regimes studied herein.
1.5.7 Alternate Management Regime Analyses
In order to complete alternate management regime analyses, we completed detailed
research regarding marina management and alternate management regimes throughout
the U.S. We completed interviews with existing management and marina users. We
studied national marina market data, obtained specialized marina industry materials,
and identified alternate management regimes. We completed SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analyses including a detailed evaluation of
operations and management, including an identification of short and long term problems
associated with each alternate management regime. We completed cash flow
projections under the alternate management regimes studied. We identified and
evaluated the following management structure and program alternatives.
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Alternate Management Regimes
Public Sector Operation (As-is)
Public Sector Operation (As-improved)
Privatization
Joint Public-Private Partnership

The Public Sector option reflects maintaining PAG or other government agency control.
Our analyses indicate that PAG remains the best Government of Guam agency to
control the marinas. PAG includes trained, experienced staff, internal systems and
good relationships with critical local and federal government agencies whose support is
critical to the long-term success of Guam’s marinas. We completed Public Sector
Operation analyses under as-is (no change) and as-improved scenarios. The
Privatization model assumes a complete transfer to a private entity. The joint PublicPrivate Partnership option was analyzed considering both for-profit and community
based not-for-profit partnership scenarios.
For each management structure analyzed, we reviewed the status of marketing, and
indentified present and potential market sectors. We identified potential new services,
amenities and facilities. We reviewed marina recommended operational policies and
procedures as well as financial programs. Our financial program analysis included a
detailed cash flow projection including public subsidy (operational loss on cash flow,
exclusive of CAPEX) requirements and identification of alternate funding sources as
previously detailed herein.
Overall, the Public-Private Partnership framework was concluded as the best long-term
alternate management regime for Guam’s marinas. However, the client is advised to
complete recommended near-term internal changes prior to soliciting for a private
partner. Pushing forward too quickly to change management, before PAG has the
opportunity to improve, could negatively impact negotiations and possibly result in
liability issues for the client.
1.5.8 Conclusions and Suggested Implementation Strategy
Based on our research and analyses completed herein, we recommend that the client
pursue a combination of alternate management regimes including Public Sector AsImproved in the near term, with a mid-term transition to Public-Private Partnership.
Although the Public-Private Partnership allows for a combination of public and private
sector strengths, our analyses suggest that such a partnership should be explored after
internal management changes are implemented. A phased process will allow for a
better understanding of operations that will support fair, transparent negotiations with a
future private partner.
Our recommended alternate management regime
implementation strategy involves a multi-step process with the ultimate goal of entering
into a Public-Private Partnership for management of Guam’s marinas.
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We developed a framework for the recommended alternate management regime
implementation process. This framework includes risk mitigation considerations as well
as near-term, mid-term and long-term recommendations. In order to minimize risk
associated with management change, the client is advised to study and identify
unknown factors that would impact negotiations including:
•
•
•
•
•

Dredging Issues
Future CAPEX
Increased Fees Potential
Framework for PPP
Typhoon risk mitigation (GDP Marina piles?)

Our Alternate Management Regime Implementation Plan includes suggestions that the
client incorporate into this process. This framework could be modified based on PAG
priorities and commitment to change. Our framework summary is detailed as follows.
Near Term Recommendations (0-12 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment to maintain & improve marinas
Fund health and safety required repairs (docks, bathrooms, pump, fueling,
siltation issues, navigation, fire suppression and security)
Recognize marinas as business unit
Modify accounting to include separate marina cost accounting (including
allocations for hidden costs)
Complete cost accounting and determine actual level of marina subsidy
Revise Commercial Manager Job Description to include separate line item
for marinas
Analyze Master Plan for GDP – commit to completion or revise as
necessary
Plan to complete Phase II of GDP Master Plan within 36 months.
Expand Grant writing program for Guam marinas
ID and secure additional grant funding (NOAA etc.)
Request US DOI to designate PAG as recipient for majority (or all) of DJ
Sport Fish grant for use in improving and maintaining Guam’s marinas
Hire Marina Manager (considering community-based input) with intent to
transfer to private firm under PPP
Allow Commercial Division flexibility to solve marina problems and complete
repairs
Commence AAA Fee Review process (requires accurate cost accounting to
support fee increases)
Plan user and community outreach/update meetings
Coordinate with federal and local partners to obtain dredging approvals and
seek funding
Charge GFD and GPD fair rent and utility costs
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Analyze utilities and costs (investigate water lines and charges at GDP
Marina)
Restore user confidence in PAG management and plan for transition to
Public-Private Partnership
Adopt best practices program
Review and improve operational layout of marinas including Loading Zones
and parking management
Review and renew Jan Z’s tenant lease
Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan

Mid-Term Recommendations (12 to 24 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study successful PPP marina models
Identify specific goals of PPP
ID Partner requirements
Determine allocation of partnership (Equal?)
Solicit input via RFI
Detail PAG CAPEX Commitments
Determine required insurance cost allocation/reimbursement
Complete AAA process and revise fees including possible commercial user
fee (and exemptions)
Analyze potential loan guaranty commitment for partner to allow additional
development, if desired
Develop short list of potential partners
Develop controls for oversight of partner
Develop PPP RFP Materials
Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan

Long-Term Recommendations (24 to 36± months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicit interest from potential partners
Negotiate agreement
Transition operations
Regular reporting and oversight
Public and user outreach
PAG manages CAPEX and long term development
Partner manages operations
Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan
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1.6 Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
As a matter of necessity, the conduct of any study is guided by, and its results
influenced by, the scope and terms of the assignment as well as the assumptions
forming the basic principles of the study. The following assumptions and conditions,
together with those of lesser importance contained in the report, establish the structure
of our analyses and conclusions.
1.6.1 Extraordinary Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
•

Financial Projections – All financial projections herein are preliminary in nature
and reflect fee increase assumptions in order to minimize PAG’s (and/or their
hypothetical partner) subsidy of Guam’s marinas. We further assumed that
necessary repair projects at the marinas are completed utilizing capital
expenditures.
Capital expenditures were not included on the cash flow
projections and should be developed separately based on PAG priorities, access
to funding and other factors.

•

Legal and Regulatory Framework – We assume that all of the alternate
management regimes studied herein, as well as the assumed fee increases, are
in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. In some cases, certain
existing laws and regulations would require change to accommodate our
assumptions.

1.6.2 Standard Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
•

Legal Considerations and Title – We assume no responsibility for matters of a
legal nature that may affect the property nor for the legal descriptions which are
assumed to be accurate. We have not rendered any opinion as to the status of
title which is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated herein.
It is assumed that the properties comply with all zoning, setback, access,
permitting, building code (if applicable) and other legal requirements, unless
specifically identified herein.

•

Government Records and Utilities – We typically, but not always, research
government records regarding zoning, ownership history, property taxes, and
other matters to the extent practicable. We are not responsible for errors,
omissions or inaccuracies contained in government records. We were not
provided with an engineering report regarding utilities. We assume that existing
utilities are adequate to support maximum potential development of the subject
unless otherwise noted herein.

•

Encumbrances – It is assumed that ownership of the subject property is free and
clear of any and all encumbrances and liens unless otherwise stated herein.

•

Soil Conditions – We assume that soil conditions are adequate to support
appropriate existing and/or future development of the subject property unless
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otherwise described in this report. We are not responsible for engineering
studies which may be required to discover potential soil inadequacies.
•

Maps – All maps, sketches, renderings and floor plans that may be included in
this report are intended to assist the reader in visualizing the property. We have
not completed a property survey and we are not responsible for architectural,
cartographic or other related errors.

•

Reliable Sources – During the course of our investigations, we typically rely upon
information, estimates and/or opinions provided by knowledgeable market
participants such as marina users, government representatives, and others. It is
assumed that this market data is reliable and correct, unless stronger evidence
discounts such voluntary contributions. We cannot be held responsible for
misleading or inaccurate contributions.

•

Litigation Support – Unless prior arrangements have been made with the person
signing this report, we are not required to provide testimony or appear in court
solely based on completion of this assignment.

•

Publication – This report, nor any portion of this report, shall not be published in
any manner without the written consent of Captain, Hutapea and Associates.

•

Disclosure Requirements – Disclosure of the contents of this report may be
governed by the Code of Professional Ethics of The Counselors of Real Estate.
Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report (including any conclusions,
the identity of the consultant(s) or Captain, Hutapea and Associates) shall be
disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales or
any other media, without the prior written consent and approval of the
consultant(s). The contents of this report may be subject to review, upon request
of The Counselors of Real Estate, by duly constituted committees or individual
members thereof when such committees or members are acting within the scope
of their authority under the applicable regulations.

•

Hazardous Materials and Mold – Unless otherwise stated in this report, the
existence of hazardous materials, which may or may not be present on the
property, was not observed by the consultant. We have no knowledge of the
existence of such materials on or in the property. However, we are not qualified
to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as PCB, asbestos,
urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, used petroleum products, mustard gas,
mold, unexploded ordinance or other potentially hazardous materials may affect
the repair and maintenance of the property. Our conclusions assume that no
such condition would affect the subject properties. No responsibility is assumed
for any such conditions or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to
discover them. All clients are typically recommended to retain an expert in this
field, if desired.
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1.7 Definition of Terms and Concepts
This report includes various terms and concepts. We included the following definitions
in order to assist the reader in comprehending this esoteric vocabulary.
Real Estate Counseling1
The act of providing advice or guidance to clients which significantly impacts their real
estate decisions.
Marina2
A small harbor or boat that receives more than 50% of its primary income by providing
dockage, moorage or storage of pleasure boats in or out of the water. A marina may
also have other revenue streams such as sales of supplies and fuel, boat repairs and
other water related income.
Riparian Rights3
The right of the owner of land bordering nonnavigable lake or stream to the use and
enjoyment of the water that flows across their land or is contiguous to it. Under the
riparian rights doctrine, all owners of land underlying or abutting the water have equal
rights to all owners of land underlying or abutting the water.
Dock4
A structure extending from the shore into the water that permits the mooring of vessels;
a wharf. A slip or waterway that extends between two piers to receive ships; such a
waterway, closed or open, and any surrounding piers and wharves.
Absorption5
The process whereby any specific commodity is occupied, leased, and/or sold to an end
user.
Demand6
The desire and ability to purchase or lease goods and services; in real estate, the
amounts of a type of real estate desired for purchase or rent at various prices in a given
market for a given period of time.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The Counselors of Real Estate
International Marina Institute
Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate, 5th ed. (Illinois: Appraisal Institute, 2010): page 173.

2007 Marina Rules and Regulations
Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate, 5th ed. (Illinois: Appraisal Institute, 2010): page 1.

Ibid, page 55.
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Risk7
The probability that foreseen events will not occur.
Berth8
A mooring, and includes any place where a vessel lies at anchor or is made fast or is
aid alongside.
Commercial Vessel9
A vessel or vessel operator that receives cash, credit or any other form of valuable
consideration for activities including, but not limited to, carrying passengers for hire,
boat rental, with or without a pilot, parasailing, tow-boating, water skiing, or other trade
or business where the vessel owner or operator must obtain a business license.
Recreational Vessel10
A vessel used primarily for recreational purposes where no profit or payment is
requested by or paid to the Vessel operator or owner.
Dock Length11
The length of mooring slip or finger pier from the start of the main dock.
Marina Manager12
The person assigned by the Port Manager to manage the day-to-day affairs of a
designated Marina.
Slip13
Navigable water space between two piers; generally used for small boat storage.14

7

Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate, 5th ed. (Illinois: Appraisal Institute, 2010): page 173.

8

2007 Marina Rules and Regulations
Ibid
10
Ibid
11
Ibid
12
Ibid
9

13

Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate, 5th ed. (Illinois: Appraisal Institute, 2010): page 182.
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2.0 ROLE AND OPERATIONS OF MARINAS
Marinas provide a gateway connecting land and sea. Marinas typically involve a boat
basin that provides dockage and other services to pleasure craft. A wide range of
services and activities are provided at modern marina facilities. The services and
activities provided are frequently determined by an individual marina’s characteristics.
Marinas with deep water ships can accommodate commercial fishing boats and yacht
moorings. Marinas with shallow water access, as on Guam, are typically restricted to
pleasure crafts. Marinas usually offer utilities to users, and services including
restrooms, wash down areas and may include restaurants, boat repair and other
services. Generally, marinas can be categorized as:
•
•
•

Recreational Marinas
Yacht Clubs
Boatyards

A recreational marina is the type of facility that caters to boaters who use their boats for
pleasure or only incidental, non commercial activities. A yacht club is a large
recreational marina that usually has one or more large buildings offering various
amenities to its members. A boatyard is a marina that offers significant repairs and
services for both yachts and commercial fishing vessels. The GDP and Agat marinas
involve recreational marina facilities. The most basic facilities typically found at
recreational marinas include:
•
•
•

Slips
Gasoline Pumps
Management Office

As demands from boaters have increased, it is not common to also find restaurants,
boat supply stores, on-site storage facilities and dock utilities at recreational marinas.
Yacht clubs typically offer more services and members pay fees accordingly. Boatyards
are primarily commercial facilities. Most marinas are managed by small business
concerns, family owners and large marina management groups.
Marinas are usually affected by the same macro and microeconomic forces that affect
commercial real estate. The factors include population growth and aging patterns,
disposable income and other factors. Marinas can be affected by legislation and
changes in regulations. A growing, aging and more affluent population results in
increasing demand for marina facilities. It is widely expected that demand for marina
facilities on Guam will grow along with the economic and population growth associated
with the pending military build-up.
Marinas in large, competitive markets must compete to stay in business. Key factors
include competitive supply, site and building characteristics, quality of management,
potential for ship sales, dry rack storage potential, and business factors. Guam is a
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unique market where there is no competitive supply. The lack of competition removes
incentive for quality management.
Various site and building characteristics affect marina operations. These factors include
the amount of submerged land (the basin), visibility, location, utilities available, type of
improvements and other factors.
Management of marinas is highly specialized and it is important that management has
knowledge of basic business practices, understands the labor-intensive nature of the
job, and liability issues. Quality management must be aware of the boaters needs and
provide improvements or services to meet these needs. Specialized knowledge is
required for most labor assignments at marinas. Management must also emphasize
safety, as docks and ships must be periodically inspected. Proactive damage
containment is critical for marinas that may be impacted by severe wind and high
waves. Management must monitor trash removal, cleanliness, mechanical equipment
and safeguards for gasoline pumps, tanks and other facilities.
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3.0 HISTORIC MATERIALS AND DOCUMENT REVIEW
As part of the scope of our assignment, we reviewed historic materials and documents
pertaining to the Guam marinas. We obtained numerous documents from the client and
other sources. The documents reviewed include public laws, master plans, leases,
testimony, opinions and other documents. A categorized, chronological summary of
documents reviewed is included in following paragraphs.
3.1 Laws and Legal Opinions
1960 Guam Land Grants – Under U.S. Public Law 86-664, Guam – Land Grants, all of
the right, title and interest of the United States, in and to all of those lands, including
filled and submerged lands constituting a portion of Paseo de Susana (including GDP
Marina), containing 106,560 square meters (26.33 acres), along with all improvements
and structures, was granted to the Government of Guam. The property conveyed shall
be subject to the condition that the property shall be used:
•

Soley for Civic, Park, and Recreational Purposes

If use of the conveyed property does not comply with the restrictions, or if the
Government of Guam should ever sell or otherwise dispose of such land, title shall
revert to the United States.
The federal law included a second grant for all of those lands (including filled,
submerged and tidelands and all structures and improvements) known as Agana Boat
Basin containing 33,635.52 square meters or 8.23 acres with the same restricted use
and reversion provisions. The grants and public law were approved July 14, 1960. The
document was recorded at Guam’s Department of Land Management as No. 44682.
1982 Memorandum on Commercial Use – By Government of Guam Memorandum
dated May 4, 1982, the Attorney General issued an opinion to the Director of the
Department of Land Management regarding the ability to conduct certain commercial
activities within the Agana Boat Basin. The question arose due to the “Civic, park, and
recreational purposes” use restriction included in the grant under US Public Law 86664.
The Attorney General referenced two memorandums issued by officials from the
Department of the Interior. One memorandum stated that commercial activity may be
permitted provided that it is small and limited mainly to charter boats and other
recreational boats. The other memorandum allowed from construction and operation of
a fuel station, ice plant and cold storage facility as integral components of an efficiently
operated boat basin. The Attorney General concluded that:
•

Any commercial activity taking place at Agana Boat Basin must be limited to
those which serve a public function and add to the enjoyment of these areas.
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1984 Transfer to Port Authority of Guam – By Guam Public Law 17-071 dated October
1984, the authority for Guam’s public harbors, small boat marinas and facilities was
transferred from the Department of Parks and Recreation to the Port Authority of Guam.
The law referred to Port Authority of Guam’s expertise in the area of managing harbors,
ship docking and implementing harbor safety as well as its financial ability to take on
additional responsibilities in the development of marine resources. Notably, the intent of
the legislature was to:
•

Have Port Authority of Guam apply its successful management techniques to
the long neglected areas of development, construction and operation of small
craft facilities to serve the needs of the small, commercial and recreational
boaters on Guam.

1989 Rezoning – The Guam Land use Commission on July 27, 1989, rezoned Hagåtña
Lot No. A-4, containing 36.75 acres and known as Paseo de Susana, to Planned
Development District.
1999 Department of the Interior Solicitor’s Opinion Letter – In response to two Guam
Senators questions, the DOI’s Acting & Associate Solicitor responded to issues
including:
•

Whether proposed development of Agana Marina conflicts with use
restrictions in Federal transfer to Government of Guam

The late 1990s proposals to develop the boat basin included dredging, increased
number of slips, fill land for building facilities, launch ramps, utilities for sewer, water and
electricity, restaurants, specialty and gift shops, terminal for tour boats, yacht club,
marina sales shop, chandlery, fish market, fuel and loading dock, boat repair facility,
restrooms with showers, parking and picnic areas, hotel and harbormaster building.
The facilities would be open to the general public. The letter concluded that the
proposed development:
•

Is consistent with its use as a recreation area and boat basin.

2003 Law Authorizing Lease to GFCA – By Public Law 27-24 dated 2003, the Guam
Legislature allowed for the Guam Fishermen’s Cooperative Association (“GFCA”) to
expand its current facilities by amending its lease and clarifying the Paseo De Susana
Planned Development District. The public law approved the GFCA lease agreement
extension.
The law authorized a $1 per year land lease of up to two acres to the GFCA and
recognized the GFCA as the only authorized commercial fueling station at the Gregorio
D. Perez Marina. The land lease was authorized to reflect a 65 year term.
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The document included a revised definition of open areas (in order to comply with
zoning) noted that:
•

All facilities, uses or activities not put to use for civic, park and recreational
purposes but appurtenant, subsidiary, complimentary, supportive or
secondary towards the unified Planned Development District shall be made to
be an accessory use or accessory structure as provided by law.

3.2 Plans and Master Plans
1973 Plan – We understand that in 1973, the US Army Corps of Engineers, in
conjunction with the Government of Guam and US EPA developed a plan entitled
“Agana Harbor for Light – Draft Vessels” for the main structural improvements at the
marina. We were not able to obtain a copy of this 1973 document.
1976 Plan– We understand that in November 1976, the Agana Marina Development
Plan proposed phased development activities within the marina. These phases are
detailed under the 2003 Master Plan. We were not able to obtain a copy of the 1976
document.
1981 Fisheries Development and Management Plan – This Government of Guam plan
established the development and management objectives for reef fisheries, small boat
fisheries, large scale harvesting, transshipment and processing. The plan stated:
•

Development of fueling, ice making, freezing and marketing facilities at the
Agana Marina would greatly assist local commercial fishermen.

The document included references to the improvement at Merizo pier, the proposed
marina in Agat, development of the Harbor of Refuge, and the establishment of small
boat repair facilities that would encourage development of local small boat fisheries.
1990’s Commercial Port Master Plan Documents (incomplete) – These documents
included an assessment of the then existing port conditions. The document included
background information on the Agana and Agat Marinas. At that time, The Agana
Marina was considered sound and major repairs were not needed. The Agat Marina
required dredging and shoreline protection.
1999 Guam Fisherman’s Co-operative Association Proposal – In 1999, it was noted that
GFCA had proposed to either lease or manage the Agat and Agana Marinas. It was
noted that the GFCA Objectives were to:
•
•
•
•

Equalize the slip fees at both Marinas
Power fees for recreational boaters
Increase fees for commercial users
Improve maintenance
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•
•
•

Correct surge problem at north end of Agat Marina
Construct improvements at Agana to exceed Agat in number of slips and
amenities
Fund improvements via $3.5 million loan amortized by revised fee schedule

3.3 Master Plan Documents
The most important document regarding future development at the GDP Marina
involves the 2003 Master Plan. This document is summarized as follows.
Paseo De Susana Master Plan - The Paseo De Susana Planned Development District
Master Plan was prepared in December 2003 pursuant to Public Law 27-24. The
master plan includes the Gregorio D. Perez Marina, Guam Fishermen’s Cooperative
Association, Paseo Stadium, Chamorro Village and other areas. The approximate
boundaries of the areas included within the master plan are shown on the following
insert Map 3.1 and include 127.96 acres of which 50.9 acres are fast land and the
remainders are submerged. The area is characterized by low intensity development.
The master plan was developed in partial and preliminary consultation with regulatory
agencies including:
•
•
•
•

Guam Environmental Protection Agency
Guam Coasted Management Program (Bureau of Statistics and Plans)
Historic Preservation Office (Department of Parks and Recreation
Building Permit Division (Department of Public Works)

The plan notes that implementation must comply with all applicable regulatory entities.
In addition, the plan should be coordinated with the Hagåtña Restoration and
Redevelopment Authority, and the Hagåtña Foundation. Federal law conditioned the
transfer of Paseo de Susana on its continued use “solely for civic, park, and recreational
purposes and if it shall ever cease to be used for such land or part thereof, title thereto
shall revert to the U.S., which shall have the right of immediate entry thereon.”
The master plan notes that various legal opinions prepared by the U.S. Department of
the Interior, have held that use of the areas for commercial purposes will not trigger the
reversionary clause, so long as the “rights of the public to enjoy the Agana Boat Basin
and the Paseo de Susana are not interfered with. Any commercial activity taking place
in these areas must be limited to those which serve a public function and add to the
enjoyment of these areas. “
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Map 3.1 – Paseo De Susana Master Planned Development District
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The Paseo de Susana Planned Development District (“PDD”) Master Plan states that it
is consistent with the transfer conditions of the land because the property will be used
for civil, park, recreational, commercial and boat basin purposes and because there are
no uses in the plan that would adversely affect the public’s right to benefit from the
area’s development.
The 2003 Master Plan notes that the Gregorio D. Perez Marina was initially developed
in the early 70’s. The marina was noted to contain 8.23 acres of fast and submerged
land including 61 slips for parking of recreational and commercial boats, 16 at the outer
basin and 45 at the inner basin.
The Master Plan notes that on June 28, 1984, Public Law 17-71 transferred
management over Guam’s public harbors, small boat marinas and facilities from the
Department of Parks and Recreation to the Port Authority of Guam. The intent of the
law was to provide the boating public the expertise that PAG has in managing harbors,
ship docking and implementing harbor safety, and to enhance fishing resources, charter
boat activities for tourists and to increase recreation activities for the residents of Guam.
2003 Marina Development Plan Investment Opportunity - By Marina Development plan
for Agat small boat harbor, the Port Authority of Guam sought funding to renovate and
improve boating facilities at the Agat Marina. The proposed project included the
construction of a riveted mole breakwater north of D-dock, dredging and other work.
The estimated project cost was $1.5 million and the annual budget to operate and
maintain the project was estimated at $15,000 per year. The funding source identified
was revenue from the Agat marina boat slip leases. The document noted that:
•

Unless the proposed improvements and repairs are instituted, the structural
integrity of the berths, and maneuverability for boats, will continue to
deteriorate to the extent that the facility will pose a hazard to both
personal and navigational safety.

The document further noted that maintenance dredging had not been conducted for
over a decade and those changes in the original depth of 20 feet in 1990 to the then
present depth of 6 feet made D-dock unstable. The dock was designed for vessels that
require a minimum draft of 10 feet.
2008 Master Plan- The 2008 Master Plan for the Commercial Port included a section on
Guam’s marinas. The 2008 Master Plan noted that:
•

The condition of the marina facilities does not allow the public to benefit fully
from the amenities.

A summary of the master plan recommendations for Guam’s marinas is shown as
follows.
•

Improve and maintain safety to contemporary modern codes and standards.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve and maintain security control including gates, lighting, restrooms,
and patrols.
Standardize utility services at the floats.
Provide reliable sanitary sewage disposal facilities at each marina.
Place the management of marinas under the control of one marina manager.
Provide timely response to tenant requests and complaints and maintain a log
of all issues that are addressed.
Prioritize capital improvements.
Develop and implement a standardized slip vacancy filling procedure.

Further, the 2008 master plan provided recommendations on general marina rates as
follows:
•

•
•
•

Implement the rates proposed in the amended Marina Rules and Regulations
of the Port Authority of Guam as adopted by the Port Authority Board of
Directors on March 19, 2004 with the exception that the marina rates for the
Gregario D. Perez Marina should be the same as those proposed for the Agat
Marina. While the condition of the Gregario D. Perez Marina is poorer than
that of Agat, it has a better location. The rate increase for the marinas should
be concurrent with capital improvements discussed therein.
Open space storage fees should be increased.
Re-evaluate and increase the rate structure for commercial vessels.
Commercial vessel rates a Gregorio D. Perez should not be less than
recreational rates at Agat.
Businesses that use marinas for tourist related or other activities should be
charged additional fees consistent with traffic and usage.

The master plan provided recommendations on general marina repairs as follows:
The plan noted that the Gregorio D. Perez Marina was in the worst condition of the
marina facilities. Safety repairs should be made immediately or the unsafe marina
areas should be placed off limits to personnel until safety corrections are made. The
estimated cost of replacing the marina docks in the same configuration was
approximately $3.5 million.
The 2008 master plan stated that while the safety repairs stated in the condition survey
need to be accomplished, the long term goal of the facility should not be merely repair
the existing facility “as is”. As part of this replacement the marina should be expanded
and reconfigured with a different mix of slip lengths and fairway widths. The marina
should be a magnet for recreational, charter, and local fishing boats. The marina should
emphasize and support the local recreational, tourist and fishing economy. Current law
states that the marina should emphasize recreational uses. The language should be reevaluated and changed to emphasize recreational, tourism, and fishing equally. All are
important to the local citizens of Guam.
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A realistic expansion under the master plan would include increasing the size of the
West Basin by excavation and expanding to the west toward the sewage treatment
plant access road. Specific recommendations are provided in the study.
Estimated Capital Cost of Expanded Alternative:

$4.8 Million

The master plan concluded that the Gregorio D. Perez Marina has great potential, but it
will also cost the most to realize that potential. The marina should be improved and/or
expanded with the funding coming from increased slip lease rates. Depending on the
final configuration, rental rates, cost or improvements, financing framework and the
demand, some form of funding or subsidies may be necessary.
The master plan included specific recommendations for the Agat marina as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace existing slips at A dock with larger boat slips and floats that can
accommodate larger and heavier boats.
Remove sunken boats and chains attached to the breakwater.
Improve security.
Repair the refueling pier and boat ramp boarding piers.
Dredge the marina, near D dock.
Evaluate enclosing the boat basin by extending the existing breakwater
around D dock and connect to shore. Water circulation within the marina
must be taken into account and designed for. This is an expensive
improvement and should only be undertaken if the marina occupancy
increases above 80 percent.

The estimated cost of these improvements, including extending the breakwater was
estimated as follows:
Estimated Capital Cost:

$2.3 Million

3.4 Rules and Regulations
1975 Rules and Regulations – Originally published in 1975 and revised in 1981, Title 16
– Natural Resources and Recreation, included Agana marina rules and regulations.
The policy regarding use was noted for the purpose of accommodating vessels used
for:
•

Recreational Boating Activities

The rules and regulations included provisions for use permits, renewal, application,
salvage, sanitation, age restrictions, safety, fueling and miscellaneous other rules and
regulations. Berthing rates for assigned slips ranged from $10 to $40 per month and
varied by season (April to November vs. December to March).
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2007 Marina Rules and Regulations – The PAG Marina Rules and Regulations were
adopted in September 2007. The purpose is to:
•

Ensure the safe and efficient control and management of vessels using Guam
Marinas in order that the public may enjoy safe, orderly, and convenient
water-related recreation activities consistent with all applicable laws.

The document includes sections on definitions, use, environment, health and safety, fire
safety, and vessel equipment requirements, maintenance and storage, boat operation,
severe weather procedures, public use of marinas, and fees and charges. The marinas
are primarily used for the purpose of:
•

Providing moorings for vessels for recreational boating activities involving
transportation on water, or for the landing of fish.

The document notes that the charge for usage of electricity and water is included in the
flat rate of the slip. Water is provided at the boat ramps for the use of the boating public
to rinse their vessels and maritime equipment only. Fueling is restricted to the existing
(GFCA) facility.
Fees and charges relative to the marinas, according to the rules and regulations,
should be:
•
•
•

Based on the expenses of the operation, maintenance, and improvements at
the marina.
Reasonable
Fixed with due regard to the primary purposes of providing public recreational
facilities and promoting the fishing industry.

A summary of mooring fees is included in a following section of this report. Dry storage
fees and other fees are also included within the Marina Rules and Regulations
document.
3.5 Other Documents
1990 Written Testimony on Agat Marina – In October 1990, Port Authority of Guam
General Manager David Tydingco provided written testimony regarding Agat Marina
Rules and Regulations as well as Bill No. 1647. The testimony included comments to
public hearing related issues and concerns. Public testimony concerns and General
Manager Comments included:
•
•

Slip Usage
Storage areas for commercial operators
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial space to support fishing and boating activities including ice
house, retail shop, fuel dock, and restaurant.
Recreational use discount
Present fees $5.50 per foot recreational and $8.50 per foot commercial.
Subleasing and daily rates
Live-a-board regulations
Projected expenses $160,000 per year

Notably, the General Manager stated that rates should be subsidized by the Legislature
to assure that the Agat Marina does not look like the Agana Marina five years hence,
and Mr. Tydingco emphasized the need to properly fund the maintenance, operation
and capital improvements of the Agat Marina facility.
Other Documents Reviewed- We further reviewed other documents including lease
agreements, a report on the economic value of Guam’s coral reefs, forecasts for
passenger and recreational craft, a Marina Operations Manual, marina best practices,
marina finance, industry articles, and other documents. These documents are retained
in our files.
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4.0 GUAM MARINAS OVERVIEW
The Guam marinas that are subject to this study involve the Gregorio D. Perez Marina
(“GDP Marina”) in Hagåtña, and the Agat Marina in Agat. An island of Guam map with
the location of the subject marinas is included on the following insert Map 4.1. These
marinas generally serve the needs of small boaters on Guam. Both marinas are owned
by the Government of Guam and administered by the Port Authority of Guam (“PAG”).
There is currently no Marina Manager for the properties, and the assigned PAG staff
has worked for years without the funds required to maintain the properties.
The marinas currently suffer from years of neglect and services and amenities offered
have continued to decline. The marinas are 100 percent occupied and demand for slips
at Guam’s marinas is projected to increase along with the population and economic
growth associated with the proposed military buildup. Guam’s marinas are potentially
great assets, but require a massive infusion of money to repair docks, replace sheet
pilling, dredge, repair, and add services and other items. Various capital improvement
projects commenced in 2011.
PAG and its marina partners including the Guam Department of Agriculture (DOA), US
Department of the Interior (DOI), US Army Corps of Engineers (ACE), US Fish and
Wildlife (USFW) and others have recently moved in a positive new direction of planning
and cooperation. Various capital improvement projects are now underway or have been
approved. Guam’s marinas have the potential to provide safe, reasonable services to
fishermen as well as to showcase the unique beauty of the island to the numerous
visitors that enjoy boating related experiences. Guam’s marinas are unique and serve
as a bridge connecting the land and sea.
4.1 Guam Background Data
The United States territory of Guam is the largest and most populous island in the group
of islands known as the Marianas. The Marianas are strategically located in the
Western Pacific Ocean, south of Japan and east of the Philippines. Guam is situated
about 900 miles north of the equator.
The Island of Guam is nearly footprint-shaped. Guam is approximately 30 miles long
and ranges from approximately 4 to 8 miles in width. The island contains a total land
area of about 212 square miles. Guam's soil mass is a mixture of weathered volcanic
rock and raised coral. The northern half of the island is a high, coralline limestone
rolling plain, reaching a height of up to 850 feet with steep cliffs abruptly forming the
coastline. Hagåtña (also known as Agana), the capital, is located in the central portion
of the island. The central portion of the island includes relatively level areas and rolling
hills. The southern portion of the island is volcanic in origin and includes peaks of up to
about 1,300 feet. Apra Harbor, one of the largest deep draft harbors in the Pacific, is
located on the western side of the island. Apra Harbor is one of the few major deep
draft harbors located in the Western Pacific Ocean between Honolulu and the
Philippines or Japan.
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Map 4.1 – Island of Guam Map
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The climate of Guam is tropical with temperatures ranging from about 70° to 90°
Fahrenheit with a mean annual temperature of 81° F. The warmest months are May
and June. Most of the average yearly precipitation of 80 to 100 inches falls from July to
October. The island enjoys tradewinds from December to April and is periodically
subject to typhoons.
Guam today is the regional center of Micronesia for transportation, education,
government, communication and commerce. It is frequently referred to as “America and
Asia”. As an unincorporated U.S. territory, the United States federal government retains
some control over its affairs. For many years, the local government has periodically
attempted to readdress its political status with the United States.
The 2000 census indicates that Guam's population (including civilian and military) totals
about 154,805 and current estimates approximate 172,500. The island's natural
population is anticipated to increase at an annual rate of approximately one percent.
However, the proposed military build-up could result in significant population growth.
Today, the most significant income-producing public sectors of Guam's economy
include federal government expenditures (which includes military expenditures) and
local Government of Guam activity. Regarding the private sector, tourism is the
dominant income-producing component of Guam’s economy. Other private sectors that
have the potential to play an increasing role in Guam's growth include services,
fisheries, agriculture and manufacturing.
4.2 Gregorio D. Perez (GDP) Marina
The GDP Marina, also commonly known as Agana Boat Basin or Hagåtña Marina,
benefits from a prime location on the waterfront of Guam’s capital city, Hagåtña.
Tamuning, Guam's major area of commercial-related development borders Hagåtña to
the northeast. Primary access to Hagåtña is via Marine Corps Drive (Route 1), Route 4
and Route 8. Marine Corps Drive is the primary roadway on Guam and connects
Dededo with Hagåtña and areas southwest. Major bridge and other infrastructure
projects are proposed for these primary roadways. The character of Hagåtña is
primarily a mixture of commercial and government-related development, with public
facilities scattered throughout the village. The primary public facility involves Paseo De
Susanna, including the subject marina, Chamorro Village, ballpark and other public
uses. A map of the location is included as following insert Map 4.2. An aerial view of
the property and vicinity is included as following insert Photo 4.3. The subject location
benefits from excellent visibility and close proximity to Guam’s population and tourism
centers.
The GDP Marina improvements were originally built in the pre-World War Two era. The
existing improvements were mostly constructed by the US Army Corps of Engineers in
1977 at a cost of $1.2 Million. The marina consists of two small lagoons formed by a
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Map 4.2 – Map Locating Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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Photo 4.3 – Aerial Photograph of Gregorio D. Perez Marina Vicinity (Circa 2007)
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series of breakwaters consisting of earth fill retained by steel sheet piles. The marina
contains 8.23 acres of fast and submerged land and includes 61 slips, 45 at the inner
basin and 16 at the outer basin. A property data sheet is included on the following page
as insert Table 4.4.
The marina includes an entrance channel that is 860 feet long, 120 feet wide, and 12 to
15 deep; a 1.2 acre turning basin 12 feet deep; a main access channel that is 540 feet
long, 80 feet wide, and 10 feet deep; a revetted mole 1,135 feet long, an east
breakwater 200 feet long; a west breakwater 525 feet long; a 250-foot long wave
absorber; three circulation channels; and navigation aids. The lagoon contains floating
slips and moorings and has a total capacity reported at about 122 boats. Other boats
are on blocks or are on trailers for storage or maintenance/repairs.
The marina serves both recreational and commercial boats. The marina includes two
boat ramps and a wash down rock as wells as parking and dry storage facilities. A fuel
dock is operated by the adjacent Guam Fisherman’s Cooperative Association (“GFCA”).
Improvements also include a concrete building that houses Guam Police Department.
There are public restrooms and a small marina manager’s office. The marina features
adequate upland area for dry boat storage, auto and trailer parking, but prime parking
areas fill quickly during periods of peak use. A satellite image of the GDP Marina and
key features is included on following pages as insert Map 4.5. A dated (no more recent
map available) marina layout map (Map 4.6), current tenant list (Table 4.7) and
photographs of the GDP Marina are included on following pages.
The GDP Marina currently serves 63 users and reportedly operates at 100 percent
occupancy. Almost 60 percent of users reflect recreational use while 35 percent reflect
commercial use. Total annual income reflects almost $50,000 in slip fees. There are
14 applicants currently on the waitlist for slips, as shown on the table on a following
page (Table 4.8).
The adjacent land to the east is controlled by the not-for-profit Guam Fisherman’s
Cooperative Association (“GFCA”), currently lead by Mr. Manny Duenas. The GFCA
must be considered with respect to any major GDP Marina decisions, as they are
effectively partners serving users of the facility. GFCA controls nearly 2 acres of
upland, and was granted a monopoly regarding fuel services at the marina. A lot map
and a summary of the GFCA commercial lease agreement is included on the following
pages as insert Map 4.9 and Table 4.10.
Protection from Storms, Waves, and Wind – Marinas are typically more susceptible to
damage from elements and are typically located in protected coves or inlets. The GDP
Marina consists of two small lagoons formed by a series of breakwaters. Major
typhoons typically damage Guam’s marinas.
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Table 4.4 – Subject Gregorio D. Perez Marina Property Data Sheet
SUBJECT GREGORIO D. PEREZ MARINA PROPERTY DATA SHEET
Hagåtña, Island of Guam
Location:

Marine Corps Drive, between Chamorro Village and Agana Sewage
Treatment Plant, Municipality of Hagåtña, Island of Guam

Lot No:

Portion of Paseo de Susana, Guam, Estate No. 11675

Land Area:

8.23± acres (fast and submerged)

Marina Improvements
No. of Slips:

16 Outer Basin
45 Inner Basin
61 Total Slips

Entrance Channel:

860 ft. long, 120 ft. wide, 12 to 15 ft. deep

Turning Basin:

1.2 acres, 12 ft. deep

Main Access Channel:

540 ft. long, 80 ft. wide, 10 ft. deep

Revetted Mole:

1,135 ft. long

East Breakwater:

200 ft. long

West Breakwater:

525 ft. long

Wave Absorber:

250 ft. long

Total Capacity:

122 boats

Draft Capacity:

Unknown – varies

Boat Ramp:

Two boat ramps

Parking:

Coral lot and paved areas

Fuel:

Available (GFCA controlled)

Dry Storage:

Available

Other Improvements:

Restrooms, marina manager office, police and other improvements

Access:

Paved road

Utilities:

All public utilities available at site

Topography:

Mostly fairly level (fastland)

Fee Simple Owner:

Government of Guam

Ordinances Affecting Land Use and Development:
Current Zoning:

Planned District Development

Proposed Zoning:

Zoning District 1: Parks

Flood Zone:

Zone VE Special Flood Hazard Areas Subject to Inundation by the
1% Annual Chance Flood [Coastal flood zone with velocity hazard
(wave action); Base Flood Elevations determined between 10 feet]

Natural & ManMade Constraints:

Affected by Flood Hazard Areas and Seashore Reserve

Total Current Department of Revenue and Taxation Appraised Values and Real Property Tax:
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Not applicable due to Government ownership

Map 4.5 – Satellite Image of Immediate Gregorio D. Perez Marina Vicinity
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Map 4.6 – Dated Marina Layout Map of Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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Table 4.7 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam GDP Marina Tenant List
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Table 4.7 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam GDP Marina Tenant List (Continued)
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF GREGORIO D. PEREZ MARINA AND VICINITY
Hagåtña, Island of Guam

Easterly view along marina service road just off of Marine Corps Drive (to right). The
subject is located to the left.

Southwesterly view near the northern boundary of the Guam Fisherman’s Cooperative
Association leased premises (at the back middle of the photograph). Paseo Loop is to
the left and the marina entrance channel is to the right.
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Northeasterly view at Guam Fisherman’s Cooperative Association improvements. Note
the metal butler style building construction.

Westerly view along subject marina dry dock area. The outer basin area is to the right.
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Northerly view along “C” Dock.

Easterly view along subject property dock.
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Easterly view at “condemned” dock area due to deterioration of improvements.

Southerly view along marina “A” Dock. Note the poor condition of the wood dock and
rusting sheet piling. Dock and sheet piling improvements commenced in May 2011.
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View of the nearby Guam Fishermen’s Cooperative Association fuel pier.

View of marina boat ramp.
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View of marina boat ramp.

Northwesterly view across east and west breakwater from a point along east breakwater
improvements.
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Table 4.8 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam GDP Marina Wait List
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Map 4.9 – Lot Map of Guam Fishermen’s Cooperative Association Leased Land
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Table 4.10 – Summary of GFCA Commercial Lease Agreement
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SUMMARY OF GFCA COMMERCIAL LEASE AGREEMENT
Portion of Gregorio D. Perez Marina, Hagåtña, Island of Guam
Document Title:

Commercial Lease Agreement

Document Date:

May 11, 2010

Recorded:

Instrument No. 806519

Lessor:

Government of Guam

Lessee:

Guam Fishermen’s Cooperative Association (“GFCA”)

Leased Premises:

Lot No. Paseo de Susana-1, Guam, containing a land area of
7,944± square meters (1.96± acres)

Lease Term:

65 years from May 11, 2010 through May 10, 2075

Option to Extend:

N/A; at beginning of the last year of the lease, Lessor and
Lessee may negotiate the terms of a new lease; provided that
Lessee gives notice by registered mail of desire to enter into
new lease.

Ground Rent:

$2.00 per year (payable on or before November 30 of each
year),

Use:

To construct a facility complimentary and accessory to overall
development plan of Paseo de Susana Planned Development
District in accordance with Public Law 27-24, Section 7.

Improvements:

All improvements constructed on premises by Lessee shall be
owned by Lessee until expiration or termination of Lease term.
Lessee shall not remove improvements until normal expiration
of Lease term. Lessee is responsible to keep and maintain all
improvements.

Sublease:

Lessee shall not sublease property or assign the leasehold;
however, Lessee may enter into tenant leases for no greater
than 25 years for spaces or rooms within the property where
tenants may operate retail, service or restaurant business
consistent with purpose of master plan.

Taxes, Assessments
and Other Charges:

Other:

Lessee shall pay all real and personal property taxes, general
and special assessments, and other charges of every
description levied on or assessed against the premises,
improvements or any sublease hold estate.
This lease contains other covenants regarding default,
mortgage, indemnification, insurance, etc.
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Utilities – Modern mainland marinas typically offer a wide range of utilities including
water for liveaboards, sewer, electricity, bottled gas, gasoline, cable TV, sanitary
sewage and waste removal. Marinas providing water, electrical, and sewer are
classified as full-service marinas. The GDP Marina offers water and power services. A
fuel dock is operated by GFCA. A new pump-out sewage service remains inoperable,
but is expected to be in service by the GFCA in the near future.
On-Site Services – By providing services, marinas can derive additional revenues. The
most common service is boat storage. Boat storage includes wet slips, open air ground
storage and dry rack storage. Boat repair and washing is another common service
found at marinas. Wet slips and dry storage (no racks) are available at the GDP
Marina. Fuel is available from the GFCA controlled fuel dock. Police services are
available on-site, and a marina management office and restrooms are also located at
the marina.
Water Frontage, Depth and Land Area – The generally acceptable minimum depth for
marinas at dockside is 6 to 7 feet. The GDP Marina provides an adequate minimum
depth, although some dredging and removal of obstacles in the marina is required.
Ideally, marina upland areas must be adequate for parking, dry boat storage and future
expansion. The subject marina has adequate parking areas, but the prime areas fill
quickly during periods of peak demand.
Breakwaters – Marina properties can be threatened by strong water currents and
waves. A breakwater is typically constructed to protect marinas from these forces. A
breakwater is a barrier structure that stops or slows water currents and waves. Guam
breakwaters involve rocky mounds.
Although breakwaters provide necessary protection, they can cause problems. They
can reduce natural basin flushing or impede the flow of water, causing sedimentation
build-up. The GDP Marina breakwaters are adequate, except during some typhoons,
and certain areas require dredging as noted.
Docks – Marinas usually have floating or fixed docks. Guam’s marinas are affected by
significant differences between high and low tides and floating docks are required. Of
the wood, metal, or concrete floating dock options, Guam’s marinas feature wood,
although plans are underway to replace certain docks with materials that last much
longer than wood. Wood floating docks are typically designed in a lattice structure to
provide additional strength with flotation devices underneath and wood decking above.
The ancillary items including utilities, flotation, decking, protection cleats, connectors,
and anchorage attach to the frame.
The GDP Marina docks are currently in poor condition and are pending replacement.
Dock A will be replaced with wood and the other docks are proposed for replacement
with aluminum.
Retaining Walls – Sheet pile retaining walls are designed to prevent waves from eroding
the site. Anchored walls provide a number of support points that will counterbalance the
wave forces generated against them. The GDP Marina includes rusting sheet piles that
are scheduled for replacement.
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Slip Length and Turning Radius –The GDP Marina features adequate slip lengths and
turning radius for the needs of most of Guam’s boating community.
Dredging – Most marina owners dredge periodically to prevent excessive buildup of
siltation. Siltation builds up as currents flow in and out, carrying sediment to an area
where there is relatively little water movement. As sediment builds up, the slips become
shallower. Most pleasure boats need a minimum of one to two feet of water below their
propellers during low tide.
Dredging may include excessive costs, protracted periods to obtain permits, the
possibility of pollutants embedded in dredged material, and a lack of places that accept
dredged material. The GDP Marina requires various dredging of the access channel
and the entrance to outer marina. We are not aware of approvals or any formal plans to
complete this work.
Flood Zone – Marinas are usually located within the most severe flood zones. The GDP
Marina is located in flood Zone VE, coastal flood zone with velocity hazard (wave
action).
Deep Water Slips – Deep water slips involve those that accommodate 40 foot boats.
The GDP Marina has limited ability to accommodate boats over 40 feet in length.
Other Building Improvements – Marina buildings are usually constructed of low quality
materials and basic in design due to flood zone issues. It is rare for a marina to not
have a lift or crane. The GDP marina includes improvements that house the marina
managers office, police department and other improvements.
Expenses to Repair – Marine repair work to docks, piles, bulkheads, sheet piling, and
other items is typically very expensive. Further, regulatory agency approvals may take
years to complete necessary paperwork. Wood docks can deteriorate rapidly and lead
to unsafe conditions if not repaired quickly.
Fortunately, the docks at the GDP Marina facility will be replaced and the replacement
of sheet piling has also been funded. Regarding additional required repair and capital
improvements, the GFCA completed a preliminary study of necessary upgrades and
estimated costs, and a summary of immediate needs is provided as follows:
Item
Extend all Dock Pilings by 5’
Fire suppression
Limited dredging of access channel,
entrance to outer marina, removal of
obstacles

GFCA
$150,000
$100,000

Immediate Needs Total

$650,000

$400,000

Long-term needs identified by GFCA for the GDP Marina reflect approximately $7.5
million and include:
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Raise dry storage area and extend 50 feet towards outer basin with steel
sheet piles. Provide concrete covering, sump for collecting containments and
utilities.
Construct boat ramp and parking areas between Inner Marina and Sewer
treatment access road
Replace fuel dock
Construct fire rescue and harbor police building
Construct 75 slips in Outer Marina
Sheet piling work

Further details regarding repair costs and strategy are included in a following section of
this report.
Marina Master Plan – Details to the Paseo De Susanna Master Plan were previously
included herein. Regarding future development plans, the Master Plan notes that the
Agana Marina Development Plan in November 1976 phased the specific development
activities within the marina. Maps showing these phases, or increments are included on
the following pages as inserts Map 4.11 to 4.14. Phase 1 consisted of the development
of the marina plus dredging of sufficient material from the entrance channel, access
channel and south berthing area to construct. Phases 2, 3, and 4 include a wide range
of improvements, expansion, fill work and other improvements detailed as follows. The
master plan reports that only Phase I was completed after 30 years. The document
stated that total Fiscal Year 2002 revenue from rental slips was less than $20,000.
Additional Master Plan details were previously included herein.
Details to future proposed development phases under the Master Plan is included as
follows.
Phase
2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposed Projects
32 floating slips
30 moorings at southerly berthing area
Boat launch ramp
Fuel dock and chandlery
Boat Repair yard
Parking area

3

•
•
•
•
•
•

78 floating slips in southerly berthing area
16 new slip in existing west basin
Berthing dock in easterly basin
Harbor police building
Comfort Station
Utilities

4

•
•
•
•

Dredge northerly berthing area
Construct offshore mole
Complete westerly fill area
Install 40 moorings in usable water that was created
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Map 4.11 – Increment 1 Map of Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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Map 4.12 – Increment 2 Map of Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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Map 4.13 – Increment 3 Map of Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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Map 4.14 – Increment 4 Map of Gregorio D. Perez Marina
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4.3 Agat Marina
The Agat Marina is located along Route 2 and the oceanfront in Agat. A map of the
location is included on following insert Map 4.15. The property is located along the
southern portion of the west coast of the Island of Guam. Agat is bordered to the north
by Naval Station, Apra Harbor and Piti. Umatac borders Agat to the south. Santa Rita,
the War in the Pacific National Historical Park (Mount Alifan Unit) and the United States
Naval Magazine border Agat to the east. Agat Bay and the Philippine Sea border Agat
to the west. The capital of Guam, Hagåtña, is located approximately eight miles
northeast of Agat.
Agat is primarily residential and rural in character, although commercial development
exists along primary roadways. Most of the commercial development in Agat is located
along Route 2. Route 2 is the primary access road serving Agat. This two-lane
roadway provides for traffic flow in generally north and south directions. Route 2 abuts
the subject property to the east. An aerial photograph of the marina and vicinity are
included on following insert Photo 4.16.
The Agat Marina was built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under the authority of
Section 107 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1960. The project was completed and
dedicated in March 1989, and construction of shore-side facilities by the Government of
Guam was completed in September 1990. Reportedly, the facility cost $7.6 million, with
PAGs contribution of $5.5 million. A property data sheet is included on following insert
Table 4.17.
This marina is comprised of over two acres of shoreside facilities and approximately
nine acres in the basin. The original design included a total of 154 slips including
accommodations for 9 sixty foot vessels, 30, forty five foot vessels, and 115 twenty five
foot vessels or less. Each slip has power and water facilities available. Electronic
security lock systems were installed on the gangways to each dock.
The Agat marina consists of an entrance channel 930 feet long, 120 feet wide, 14 feet
deep; a turning basin 120 feet long, 150 feet wide, 7 to 11 feet deep; a main access
channel 500 feet long, 75 feet wide, 9 feet deep; two breakwaters 985 feet long and 50
feet long, respectively; and two revetted moles 180 feet long and 300 feet long. A
drawing of these areas taken from the Commercial Port Master Plan is shown on
following insert Map 4.18.
The marina was designed to accommodate 162 boats with supporting shoreside
facilities for fuel, loading, car and trailer parking, water hookups, and pump-out facilities.
The marina also has a full-service restaurant for approximately 40 customers and an
outdoor dining area. The marina’s draft capacity was originally 7 feet. However, the
area adjacent to D-Dock remains undredged. A master development plan of the marina
is included on following insert Map 4.19.
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Map 4.15 – Map Locating Agat Marina
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Photo 4.16 – Aerial Photograph of Agat Marina Vicinity (Circa 2007)
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Table 4.17 – Subject Agat Marina Data Sheet
SUBJECT AGAT MARINA DATA SHEET
Agat, Island of Guam
Location:

Oceanfront and Route 2, Municipality of Agat, Island of Guam

Lot No:

Unknown

Land Area:

2.0±
9.0±

acres fastland
acres submerged

11.0±
Marina Improvements
No. of Slips:

Entrance Channel:

9
30
115

acres total
- 60 ft. vessels
- 45 ft. vessels
- 25 ft. vessels

154 total slips with berthing area depth 7 to 9 ft.
930 ft. long, 120 ft. wide, 14 ft. deep

Turning Basin:

120 ft. long, 150 ft. wide, 7 to 11 ft. deep

Main Access Channel:

500 ft. long, 75 ft. wide, 9 ft. deep

Revetted Mole:

Two, 180 ft. long and 300 ft. long

Breakwaters:

Two, 985 ft. long and 50 ft. long

Wave Absorber:

N/A

Total Capacity:

162 boats

Draft Capacity:

7 ft.

Boat Ramp:

One, allows dual use

Parking:

65 automobile stalls, 20 trailer parking stalls and 3 bus parking areas

Fuel:

Fuel dock facility no longer operational

Dry Storage:

None

Restrooms:

No longer operational

Other Improvements:

One concrete commercial building with a gross building area of
3,000± square feet constructed in 1990. The building is in fair
condition and a portion is leased to Jan Z’s. A second building
houses Guam Fire Department and includes management office and
former icehouse (change to restrooms – now closed).

Access:

Paved road

Utilities:

All public utilities available at site

Topography:

Fairly level (fastland)

Fee Simple Owner:

Government of Guam

Ordinances Affecting Land Use and Development:
Current Zoning:

A, Agricultural Zone

Proposed Zoning:

Zoning District 3: Moderate Intensity

Flood Zone:

Zone VE Special Flood Hazard Areas Subject to Inundation by the
1% Annual Chance Flood [Coastal flood zone with velocity hazard
(wave action); Base Flood Elevations determined between 12 feet]

Natural & ManMade Constraints:

Affected by Flood Hazard Areas, Coral Reef and Seashore Reserve

Total Current Department of Revenue and Taxation Appraised Values and Real Property Tax:
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Not applicable due to Government ownership

Map 4.18 – Agat Small Boat Harbor As Constructed
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Map 4.19 – Master Development Plan of Agat Marina
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Following the marina construction, it was discovered that wave setup from 10 to 15 foot
surf on the reef edge would cause high velocity currents to enter the marina in a north to
south direction. This led to two problems for the marina: (1) the first row of berths
became unusable; and (2) a shoal developed on the north side of the berthing area. In
response the Corps of Engineers developed a corrective scheme to reduce the current
velocities and shoaling.
The marina serves both recreational and commercial boats. There is a boat ramp that
allows two vessels to load/unload simultaneously. The administration building houses
the Guam Fire Department and the other building includes Jan Z’s restaurant. Parking
was designed to accommodate 20 trailers, 64 cars and 3 buses.
There are currently 83 registered users and 4 commercial boats are on the wait list. A
summary of the current tenant list of registered users (Table 4.20) as well as the waitlist
(Table 4.21) are shown on following pages. Approximately 80 percent of users involve
recreational vessels, with approximately 18 percent involving commercial vessels. The
total income reflects over $210,000 from slip rentals. A satellite image (Map 4.22) and
photographs of the Agat Marina are included on following pages.
Since construction, the facility has slowly deteriorated and docks require replacement.
Further, the public restrooms are closed and the fueling facilities are no longer
operational. There have been security issues and marina users complain about parking
and other management issues.
Protection from Storms, Waves, and Wind – Marinas are typically more susceptible to
damage from elements and are typically located in protected coves or inlets as
previously noted. The Agat Marina includes a main breakwater, revetment, revetted
moles and a stub breakwater to limit negative impacts from storms. However, major
typhoons typically cause damage to Guam’s marinas.
Utilities – Full service marinas offer a wide range of utilities including water for
liveaboards, sewer, electricity, bottled gas, gasoline, cable TV, sanitary sewage and
waste removal. The Agat Marina offers water and power services. A fuel dock is no
longer operational.
On-Site Services – By providing services, marinas can derive additional revenues. The
most common service is boat storage. Boat storage includes wet slips, open air ground
storage and dry rack storage. Boat repair and washing is another common service
found at marinas. Wet slips are available at the Agat Marina. Additional on-site
services include the restaurant.
Water Frontage, Depth and Land Area – The generally acceptable minimum depth for
marinas at dockside is 6 to 7 feet. The Agat marina was designed to provide an
adequate minimum depth, although extensive Dock D area dredging and removal of
obstacles in the marina is required. Ideally, marina upland areas must be adequate for
parking, dry boat storage and future expansion. The subject marina has adequate
parking areas, but parking management is lacking.
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Table 4.20 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam Agat Marina Tenant List
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Table 4.20 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam Agat Marina Tenant List (Continued)
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Table 4.20 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam Agat Marina Tenant List (Continued)
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Table 4.21 – Summary of Port Authority of Guam Agat Marina Wait List
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Map 4.22 – Satellite Image of Immediate Agat Marina Vicinity
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF AGAT MARINA
Agat, Island of Guam

Northeasterly view along Route 2. The subject Agat Marina is located to the left.

Northeasterly view across paved parking area on the subject property.
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Southwesterly view at Jan Z’s By the Sea restaurant building located on the subject
property.

View of closed restrooms one-story concrete building.
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Southwesterly view along subject property ocean frontage.

Southerly view along interior revetment rock wall and marina water frontage.
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Easterly view along typical dock. Note the poor condition of the dock and the slips.

Westerly view along typical dock.
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View of gangway area with security gate.

Interior view of Jan Z’s By the Sea restaurant.
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Breakwaters – Marina properties can be threatened by strong water currents and
waves. A breakwater is typically constructed to protect marinas from these forces. A
breakwater is a barrier structure that stops or slows water currents and waves. Guam
breakwaters involve rocky mounds. As previously noted, although breakwaters provide
necessary protection, they can cause problems. They can reduce natural basin flushing
or impede the flow of water, causing sedimentation build-up. The Agat Marina
breakwater has resulted in serious water flow and sedimentation problems.
Docks – Marinas usually have floating or fixed docks. Guam’s marinas are affected by
significant differences between high and low tides and floating docks are required. Of
the wood, metal, or concrete floating dock options, Guam’s marinas feature wood,
although plans are underway to replace certain docks with materials that last much
longer than wood. Wood floating docks are typically designed in a lattice structure to
provide additional strength with flotation devices underneath and wood decking above.
The ancillary items including utilities, flotation, decking, protection cleats, connectors,
and anchorage attach to the frame. The Agat Marina docks are currently in poor
condition and require replacement.
Slip Length and Turning Radius –The Agat Marina features adequate slip lengths and
turning radius for the needs of most of Guam’s boating community, although the Dock D
area requires dredging to allow proper use.
Dredging – Most marina owners dredge periodically to prevent excessive buildup of
siltation. Siltation builds up as currents flow in and out, carrying sediment to an area
where there is relatively little water movement. As sediment builds up, the slips become
shallower. Most pleasure boats need a minimum of one to two feet of water below their
propellers during low tide.
Dredging may include excessive costs, protracted periods to obtain permits, the
possibility of pollutants embedded in dredged material, and a lack of places that accept
dredged material. The Agat Marina requires various dredging of the Dock D area as
noted. We are not aware of approvals or any formal plans to complete this work.
Flood Zone – Marinas are usually located within the most severe flood zones. The Agat
Marina is located in flood Zone VE, coastal flood zone with velocity hazard (wave
action).
Deep Water Slips – Deep water slips involve those that accommodate 40 foot boats.
The Agat Marina was originally designed to accommodate 39 vessels over 40 feet in
length.
Other Building Improvements – Marina buildings are usually constructed of low quality
materials and basic in design due to flood zone issue. It is rare for a marina to not have
a lift or crane. The Agat marina includes improvements that house the restaurant, fire
department, restrooms (closed) and other improvements.
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We reviewed a government report indicating that a revetted mole breakwater is required
north of Dock D to prevent storm surge from entering this part of the marina. This work
would also eliminate or reduce silt deposits. The Guam Economic and Development
Authority previously estimated the cost at $1.5 million.
According to the GFCA and others, priority repair projects for the Agat Marina are as
follows:
Immediate Needs
Replacement of Docks including Fuel Pier dock
Security cameras
Fishing platform
Channel markers added to channel entrance
Dock D area sediment mitigation

Estimated Cost
$1,300,000
$ 100,000
$ 300,000
$ 100.000
$ 350,000

Subtotal

$2,150,000

Long Term Needs
Repair or Replace Concrete Fuel Pier
Dredging Marina

$ 500,000
$1,200,000
Subtotal

$1,700,000

Total

$3,850,000

As shown, the total repair costs estimated by GFCA for the Agat Marina reflect
$3,850,000.
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4.4 Marina Management
Guam’s marinas are owned by the Government of Guam, and administered by the Port
Authority of Guam (PAG), under leadership of its General Manager, Mr. Pedro A. Leon
Guerrero. Within PAG, the Commercial Division is responsible for marina management.
The Commercial Manager is Mr. Glenn B. Nelson, and he is supported by six staff
members. Contact personnel for marina management include Mr. Nelson, Ms.
Marylyne Pecina and Ms. Rita Carbullido, Program Coordinators III and I, respectively.
The Commercial Manager reports to the Corporate Services Manager who reports to
the General Manager. An organizational chart for the Commercial Division is included
as the following insert Table 4.23.
Table 4.23 – Port Authority of Guam FY 2011 Organizational Chart

The Commercial Manager’s Position Description includes a description of duties
including a list of essential functions.
Specifically, the Commercial Manager
“Administers the planning and managing of the strategic business growth as outlined in
the Port Master Plan involving the Authority’s real estate property, including property
leasing, fisheries, cruise operations, industrial park and marinas”.
There are nine duties and responsibilities for the Commercial Manager. Notably, the
reference to marinas only appears once (the long proposed industrial park is referred to
four times). The Commercial Manager has a wide range of duties directly related to
PAGs core function of operating the Commercial Port of Guam.
PAG has a defined Marina Manager position, although this position has not been filled
in nearly 10 years and does not appear on the organizational chart. The Marina
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Manager manages the operations, programs and activities of a boat marina, and reports
to the Commercial Manager. The duties and responsibilities of the Marina Manager
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directs and coordinates the operations, programs and activities of the marina
facilities.
Coordinates work involved in the maintenance and repair of the marina facilities,
maintains assignment of berthing and mooring slips, collects fees for the rental of
boats, stalls and slips.
Prepares reports, planning documents, and budget requirements relative to the
operations of the marina.
Initiates requests for the procurement of needed supplies, materials and
equipment.
Handles complaints and settles disputes between users of the facilities; answers
inquiries from the public; enforces safety rules, regulations, policies and
procedures.
Performs related duties as required.

The Marina Manager position description includes supervisory responsibility over
Program Coordinator positions I, II, III, and IV. This factor is critical because the Marina
Manager would require substantial administrative support.
We interviewed PAG staff for purposes of this study including Mr. Leon Guerrero, Ms.
Leon, Mr. Nelson, Ms. Pecina and Ms. Carbullido. All parties recognized that the
marinas have been neglected due to other priorities within PAG. Mr. Leon Guerrero
stressed the need to identify and mitigate any navigational hazards and personnel
safety issues. He further stressed the need for a fiscally responsible and sustainable
marina management program that protects and serves the islands fisherman
community, improves maintenance and enhances the visitor experience while protecting
appropriate fishing resources. He also indicated a need to identify revenue flows from
user fees and other sources. Under Mr. Leon Guerrero’s leadership, PAG will clearly be
more involved with marina management.
Mr. Nelson provided substantial support to our firm for purposes of this study. Mr.
Nelson noted the historic (prior) lack of support for the Commercial Division to manage
Guam’s marinas. Because no effort was made to fill the Marina Manager position since
2002, Ms. Rita Carbullido has been serving to fill the needs of that position. However,
with no Marina Manager in place, it is not reasonable to assume that the duties and
responsibilities of that position will be completed.
Mr. Nelson stressed the uniqueness of Guam with respect to marina management
decisions and stressed the difficulty of operations without separate accounting that
would allow marina specific revenues to be utilized for marina specific expenses.
Procurement delays are especially frustrating, because marina repair work frequently
requires immediate attention or adequate funding to support a higher level of repair
services. According to Mr. Nelson, he spends less than 10 percent of his time on
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marina issues, Ms. Carbullido spends 80 to 90 percent of her time on marina issues,
and other Program Managers spend 10 to 15 percent of their time on marinas.
We further interviewed Ms. Carbullido and Ms. Pecina in order to learn more regarding
existing management. Ms. Carbullido handles all requests for marina use, application
form processing (application form included as following insert Table 4.24), lease
processing, distribution of Rules and Regulations, enforcement, proof of insurance, and
she visits the marinas approximately three times per week. Ms. Pecina handles all
marina administration issues and functions as the Commercial Manager’s assistant.
Because the marinas do not include on-site management, there have been problems
with theft, swimming in marinas, illegal parking and illegal dumping. It was noted that,
due to security problems, one marina user purchased $7,000 for security cameras
installed at the GDP Marina, which reportedly solved the problem. Additional security
problems have included vandals releasing boats from their moorings, turning light
fixtures upside down and other problems. It was reported that the Marina Manager
position was not filled due to problems associated with employees working
independently, out of the PAG offices.
Currently, if marina repairs are needed, Commercial Division’s staff submits a work
order to the Facilities Division, where it is processed and reviewed for available funding.
Reportedly, there were no funds available for about 7 months through early 2011. PAG
staff reported the need to revise PAG’s budget to allow line item services and quarterly
funding for marina repairs. Reportedly, the current facilities budget falls under the
operational accounts, and no specific allocations are made for marinas. Although it is
possible to transfer repair funds from a professional services account, this in not
desirable because it limits the effectiveness of the Commercial Division. Procurement
obstacles have negatively impacted the Commercial Division’s ability to complete
marina repair work. In addition to the Commercial Division (management) and the
Facilities Division (repairs), PAG marina work includes planners assigned to write grant
requests, and engineers responsible to compile Scope of Work documents for major
repairs.
PAG marina management includes numerous relationships and partnerships with
various federal and local government agencies. These relationships are critical to
maximizing federal grant revenues, which typically determine which capital expenditure
projects will be completed. Important partnerships include the Guam Department of
Agriculture, which is responsible to oversee the annual U.S. Fish and Wildlife’s DingellJohnson Sport Fish Restoration Program grants, which in 2011 included nearly $55
million for recreational boating access facilities. Guam receives a minimum allocation of
1/3 of one percent annually, but could receive higher funding levels, of which Guam is
required to contribute a minimum of percentage matching funds for programs.
Additional important agency relationships include the US Army Corps of Engineers,
Guam Police and Fire Departments, Homeland Security, Marina user groups, GFCA,
Hagåtña Foundation, Guam Waterworks Agency and many others.
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Table 4.24 – Port Authority of Guam Slip/Mooring Application
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4.5 Rules and Regulations (Mooring and Other Fees)
The Marina Rules and Regulations document was approved by PAG’s Board of
Directors in September 2007. The process to revise the rules and regulations began in
1998, resulting in public hearings in 2005. A draft was provided to the Board of
Directors in December 2006 after a process that included feedback from boat tenants
and users. A final public hearing was held in May 2007 and the document was
approved four months later.
The Rules and Regulations purpose is to ensure the safe and efficient control and
management of vessels using Guam marinas in order that the public may enjoy safe,
orderly, and convenient water-related recreation activities consistent with all applicable
laws.
The document includes sections on definitions, use, environment, health and safety, fire
safety, and vessel equipment requirements, maintenance and storage, boat operation,
severe weather procedures, public use of marinas, and fees and charges. The marinas
are primarily used for the purpose of:
•

Providing moorings for vessels for recreational boating activities involving
transportation on water, or for the landing of fish.

The document notes that the charge for usage of electricity and water is included in the
flat rate of the slip. Water is provided at the boat ramps for the use of the boating public
to rinse their vessels and maritime equipment only. Fueling is restricted to the existing
(GFCA) facility.
Fees and charges relative to the marinas, according to the Rules and Regulations,
should be:
•
•
•

Based on the expenses of the operation, maintenance, and improvements at
the marina.
Reasonable
Fixed with due regard to the primary purposes of providing public recreational
facilities and promoting the fishing industry.

A summary of mooring fees is included on the following insert Table 4.25. Dry storage
fees are based on the greater of $8 per month or $0.50 per foot of the greater vessel
length or cradle length. Empty boat trailer storage fee reflects $8 per month. Outdoor
storage charges reflect $0.50 per square foot per month for paved areas or $0.30 per
square foot per month for unpaved areas, with a minimum fee of $1.50 per month.
As noted in the following User Interview section of this report, marina users generally
don’t mind paying higher rates as long as rate increases are effectuated along with
marina improvements and investment. PAG management indicates that the AAA
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Table 4.25 – GDP and Agat Mooring Fees for Vessels Based in Guam
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process to revise future fee and rate changes must be followed. Notably, there is no
commercial user fee that reflects “…corresponding and reasonable benefits and returns
to the Port Authority and to the public”, as required under the rules and regulations. As
we suggest herein, a user fee based on gross receipts similar to that in effect for Hawaii
marinas, would satisfy that commercial activity requirement.
4.6 Marina User Interviews
In researching current Guam marina operations and management, we interviewed a
variety of local marina users. We interviewed both commercial and recreational users
of both the GDP and Agat marinas to further understand the users’ opinions on a variety
of topics including management structure, fees and other opinions. A sample of the
questionnaire used for interview purposes is shown as following insert Table 4.26.
Table 4.26 – Marina Study Interview Questionnaire
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We separated the interview results into recreational and commercial users. Details to
each interview completed are included in the Addenda. Summary tables of both
commercial and recreational user interviews are included on following pages as inserts
Table 4.27 and Table 4.28.
Overall, the 11 commercial users interviewed averaged an estimated 10 to over 40
years of experience with the marinas. The 10 recreational users interviewed averaged
about 4 to over 10 years of experience. The recreational users responded slightly more
positively overall than the commercial users regarding current management.
Recreational users generally agreed that current rates are fair and the majority would
not want to pay more, but would consider doing so only if they were assured that basic
repairs and maintenance would improve. Lack of responsiveness was a common
disadvantage to the current management structure according to most recreational users
interviewed, and an overall increase in security was another common request. Overall
safety was a concern as well, and several noted that the self-repairs made by boat
owners were not safe.
The commercial users interviewed responded mostly positively to current rates. They
also noted that due to lack of business and the current decline in tourism, another rate
increase would not be appropriate. Additionally, Agat Marina tenants would rather see
GDP Marina rates raised before Agat’s, due to the higher rates charged at Agat. The
majority of those interviewed indicated that would agree to pay higher rates only if the
marina repairs and improvements were certain to be completed. Most of them had little
to say about advantages of the current management structure, but many noted that the
lack of funding prevented management from effectively responding to their requests.
The most common complaints included lack of responsiveness and difficulty in repairing
marina improvements. Safety was a big issue as the docks are in bad shape at both
marinas and more slips are needed overall. Additionally, many would like to see an onsite manager and more enforcement of security.
4.7 Economic Contributions of Marinas
We reviewed a Economic Contribution of Coral Reef Study, but we are not aware of any
Marina specific economic contribution estimates. There are also no formal head counts
of users that were discovered during our research efforts, although the client reports an
estimate of approximately 250,000 tourist per year (Alupang Beach Club only).
Commercial users contacted for this study declined to disclose sales figures or
customers served via the Guam marinas. Our research included detailed interviews
with Mr. Manny Duenas of the GFCA. Mr. Duenas indicated an average estimated use
of 500 pax per day through Guam’s marinas. He further estimated gross receipts from
these users at approximately $55 per pax, or a total annual contribution of
approximately $10.0 million. While verification of these estimates is not possible, it
would not be unreasonable to expect gross receipts in the range of $10.0 million per
annum, from visitors, divers, charter guests and other paying customers that utilize
Guam’s marinas as the gateway to our vast oceanic resources.
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Table 4.27 – Summary of Interviews – Recreational
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Table 4.28 – Summary of Interviews – Commercial
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Further economic contributions from the marinas include user investments, funds from
leasing, jobs created (Jan Z’s etc.), fuel taxes, and other economic activity which results
in tax revenues, as well as the multiplier effect which further enhances the overall
economic contribution from marinas to Guam’s economy. Economic contributions
analysis and estimates could be significantly higher if tourism revenue is allocated to
Guam’s marinas. There is no doubt that economic contribution from Guam’s marinas is
substantial and the overall benefit, combined, of well over $10.0 to $15.0 million
annually appears reasonable. The estimate could be higher if a tourism revenue
allocation process is developed. Considering the 4 percent gross receipts tax on Guam,
as well as other taxes and fees, the rough estimated economic contribution to
Government of Guam revenues is estimated, on a preliminary basis, at over $1.0 million
per year.
4.8 Preservation of Traditional and Cultural Use of Marine Resources
The preservation of traditional and cultural use of marine resources is an important
consideration with respect to analyzing alternate management regime options. This
issue would likely be addressed specifically under any agreement for alternate
management options, if ultimately selected by PAG. However, we can not ignore the
opinions of important marina users and partners that we learned during our research.
Several local fisherman informed us that the traditional and cultural use of marine
resources has nothing to do with marinas, because traditional fisherman did not use
motor craft vessels, the primary users of Guam’s marinas. Further, local fisherman
informed us that traditional fishing took place entirely within the coral reefs, while the
purpose of marinas is to provide a gateway to the open ocean, beyond the reefs.
Considering the opinion of local fisherman, it may be challenging to promote such goals
within a marina context.
However, traditional and cultural uses of marine resources does have an import role,
and the marinas may be a secondary (behind Guam museum) location to showcase the
proud history of traditional Chamoru fishing. The marinas could be used as an
education center where masters of traditional fishing can teach the new generation
about traditional and cultural resources that must be preserved.
We further invite the client to consider that Guam’s culture remains, as all cultures, in
flux, and that culture is created over time. The new traditional local fisherman may be
best represented by the spear fisherman, many of whom are world-class athletes that
win regional competitions. Marinas could be used to help this new breed of local
fisherman (who should have a deep understanding of the role of preserving marine
resources) to leave their mark on the future of Guam’s preservation of traditional and
cultural use of marine resources.
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5.0 COMPARABLE MARINA OPERATIONS
In order to learn more about comparable marina operations and management, we
researched a variety of facilities with a focus on Hawaii and the CNMI. Hawaii and
CNMI both involve island communities with cultural and historic subsistence fishing
traditions, as well as significant economic reliance on tourism. These locations involve
U.S. jurisdictions and were considered most comparable to the subject Guam marinas.
In addition to these locations, we further completed marina research inclusive of
aggregate market data compiled for the entire industry in the U.S. This data was
compiled by the International Marina Institute and is included in summary format on
following pages. A review of this data is important to assess the subject marinas on
Guam, although it further highlights the unique nature of the local market. The types of
marinas included in the national statistics include facilities as follows:
•
•
•
•

Port Authority
Private
Municipal
Destination Resort

Our CNMI and Hawaii research included a detailed review of organizational documents,
rules and regulations and other data. Our research was limited to public marinas, as
private marina operations in Hawaii were not considered comparable to Guam.
Summary tables of non-commercial and commercial mooring fees for these comparable
facilities are included on following inserts Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Further details
regarding Hawaii and CNMI marina operations, as well as national marina market data,
are included on following pages.
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Table 5.1 – Summary of Comparable Public Marina Non-Commercial Mooring Fees
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Table 5.2 – Summary of Comparable Public Marina Commercial Mooring Fees
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5.1 Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
In researching comparable marinas in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands (“CNMI”), data was gathered and compiled through communication with CNMI’s
Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Fish and Wildlife. The division
is responsible for management and administration of the Smiling Cove Marina, located
on the island of Saipan, CNMI.
Specific mooring rates apply to the harbor facility in commercial and non-commercial
rates based upon categorical vessel size (per foot). According to Mr. Roke Santos,
Marina Manager, there are no immediate plans to increase the marina rates. Further
details to the rates are included on the summary table. Note that non-commercial slip
fees reflect $3.50 to $8.00 per foot, depending on vessel length. Commercial rates at
this marina reflect $5.00 to $15.00 per foot, depending on vessel length. A marina
layout map is also included on the following page as Map 5.3.
It is noted that an estimated $1.3 million rehabilitation project was recently completed at
this Marina. The majority of costs incurred were for dock replacement with aluminum
framed composite plastic marine-grade decks. It is further noted that the project was
reportedly fully funded by a grant via the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Sportsfish
Restoration’s Boating Access Program. A photograph of the marina, downloaded from
the marina website, is shown below.

SMILING COVE MARINA, ISLAND OF SAIPAN, CNMI
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Map 5.3 –Smiling Cove Marina Layout
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The CNMI’s Department of Land and Natural Resources is also responsible for
management and administration of the Outer Cove Marina, located on the island of
Saipan, CNMI. Specific mooring rates apply to the harbor facility for commercial
vessels only. Rates are based categorically by vessel size (per foot). Further details to
mooring rates are included on Table 5.2. The marina was previously privately owned
and has since been involved in legal issues which ultimately led to the Department of
Land and Natural Resources owing a private management corporation (Marine
Revitalization Corporation) millions of dollars.
According to Mr. Gerald Crisostomo, Assistant to the Supervisor of the Outer Cove
Marina, due to the ongoing legal dispute, basic marina maintenance is not completed
nor are any potential raises in mooring rates expected in the near future. However, the
marina continues to operate on a commercial vessel only basis. Mooring rates at the
Outer Cove Marina range from $5.00 to $20.00 per foot of vessel length. A photograph
of the marina, downloaded from the marina website, is shown below.

OUTER COVE MARINA, ISLAND OF SAIPAN, CNMI
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5.2 Hawaii
In researching comparable marinas in the state of Hawaii, data was gathered and
compiled through communication with Hawaii’s Department of Land and Natural
Resources, Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation. The division is responsible for
management and administration of statewide ocean recreation and coastal areas
(excluding commercial harbors), including 21 small boat harbors, 54 launch ramps, 13
offshore mooring areas, 10 designated ocean water areas, 108 designated ocean
recreation management areas, associated aids to navigation throughout State waters,
and beaches encumbered with easements in favor of the public.
Specific mooring rates apply to harbor facilities in categories and two different
schedules. The 21 state boating facilities applicable include Ala Wai, Keehi Lagoon,
Honokohau, Maalaea, Lahaina, Haleiwa, Heeia Kea, Waianae, Nawiliwili, Port Allen,
Kailua-Kona, Keauhou, Manele, Wailoa, Kikiaola, Kaunakakai, North Kawaihae,
Kukuiula, South Kawaihae, Hana and Hale O Lono. These facilities are ranked into five
categories, A to E.
It is noted that Hawaii marina mooring fees were increased in 2009 to account for the
increased cost of operations. The new rates were based upon a study completed to
determine the cost of gross small boat harbor operations solely based upon mooring
fees collected. Currently, mooring fees are set by boating facility category and applied
individually as Schedule A or Schedule B fees. Schedule A includes existing mooring
holders, with an annual increase toward Schedule B rates of twenty percent per fiscal
year. Schedule B applies to all new mooring applicants and transient slips on or after
the effective date of the new rule amendments.
Overall, the non-commercial mooring rates for Category C facilities reflect $4.05 per
linear foot of vessel per month under schedule A, increasing to $7.52 under schedule B.
As noted these rates are intended to reflect the marina cost of operations. Commercial
mooring rates reflect the greater of double non-commercial rates, or three percent of
gross receipts. Additional charges apply for utilities and other services. Further details
regarding rates at Hawaii’s public marinas are included on following inserts Excerpt 5.4,
Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. A photograph of the marina, downloaded from the marina
website, is shown below.

ALA WAI HARBOR, ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII
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Excerpt 5.4 – Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources Mooring Rates
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Table 5.5 - Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources Schedule A Mooring Rates
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Table 5.6 - Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources Schedule B Mooring Rates
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5.3 National Marina Market Data
A summary of aggregate national marina market data, as compiled by the International
Marina Institute, is included on following Table 5.8. It is noted that the most recent data
available was from 2005. The national facilities lease a majority of spaces to
powerboats, with less than 30 percent to sailboats, and only 5 percent to commercial
vessels. Occupancy rates typically reflect over 90 percent. About two-thirds of marinas
reports wait lists with turnover reflecting an average of 5 years. Only 10 percent of
facilities offer a free public boat launch, including only 25 perfect of municipal marinas
offering this service. Over 60 percent of facilities report dry storage, with fees, and
substantial parking stalls available. The most common services provided with dockage
include fresh water, electricity, security, septic dump, cable TV and telephone.
Annual revenues per occupied slip reflects under $1,400 for lower revenue marinas, to
over $2,000 for larger facilities. A breakdown of marina revenues is shown under Table
5.7.
Table 5.7 – National Marina Revenue Figures
ALL MARINAS BY SIZE

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Operations Management - All Marinas by Size
All Marinas
$0 - $800K
$800K - $1.75M
Revenue per Occ. Slip
$2,216
$1,375
$2,283
Revenue per Dry Storage Unit
$1,252
$1,221
$779
Rev. per Emp-High Season
$74,006
$58,775
$78,082
Rev. per Emp-Low Season
$138,685
$113,316
$141,776
Rev. per Linear Ft. of Moorage
$174
$126
$203

Over $1.75M
$2,896
$1,929
$106,280
$165,799
$164

ALL MARINAS BY TYPE

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Operations Management - All Marinas by Type
Port Authority Private Marina Municipal Marina Destination Resort
Revenue per Occ. Slip
$1,950
$2,316
$2,304
$1,872
Revenue per Dry Storage Unit
$848
$1,035
$1,797
$3,084
Rev. per Emp-High Season
$92,457
$83,202
$69,495
$60,332
Rev. per Emp-Low Season
$138,685
$148,778
$156,087
$82,341
Rev. per Linear Ft. of Moorage
$121
$174
$198
$179
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Table 5.8 – National Marina Facility Information
Averages:
Leased Space:
Sailboats
Powerboats
Commercial

MARINA FACILITY INFORMATION
All Marinas Port Authority Private Marina Municipal Marina Destination Resort
29%
66%
5%

13%
82%
5%

30%
66%
5%

46%
48%
7%

22%
78%
0%

67%
33%
79

85%
15%
73

62%
38%
74

58%
42%
160

78%
22%
33

5

3

5

6

5

$7,477,596

$14,200,000

$4,109,673

$18,750,000

$4,387,500

$6,990,625

$15,140,000

$5,276,563

$9,200,000

$7,500,000

Moorage Waiting List:
Yes
No
Avg. Size of Wait List - # of Parties
Wet Moorage Turnover Rates (years):
Current Appraised Value of Facility:
(if appraised since 1998)
Est. Current Mkt Value of Facility:

Do you Have a Free Public Boat Launch?
Yes
No

10%
90%

8%
92%

8%
92%

25%
75%

11%
89%

Do you Have Dry Storage?
Yes
No

62%
38%

54%
46%

66%
34%

58%
42%

56%
44%

$6.77
207
4,850

$5.17
344
7,500

$7.44
173
4,700

$3.83
132
5,850

$7.05
342
3,255

Avg # Public Parking Stalls Available

333

322

322

430

282

Services Provided with Dockage
Fresh Water
Electricity
Security
Septic Dump
Cable TV
Phone

87%
66%
63%
45%
22%
15%

92%
54%
62%
15%
15%
8%

87%
70%
70%
49%
21%
17%

92%
75%
42%
58%
25%
25%

78%
44%
56%
44%
33%
0%

Services Provided with Dockage*
Pump Out
93%
Parking
90%
Fuel Dock
83%
Haul Out/Repair
64%
Restaurant
56%
Retail Space
57%
Laundromat
54%
Storage Facility
45%
Upland Boat Storage
44%
Chandlery
32%
Office Space
33%
Charters
31%
Recreation
29%
Dry Rack Storage
15%
* Results are % of respondents that offerred amenity.

85%
92%
85%
77%
46%
62%
62%
54%
31%
31%
38%
23%
31%
31%

96%
89%
83%
62%
55%
57%
53%
47%
47%
34%
34%
32%
21%
15%

83%
92%
67%
50%
42%
42%
33%
33%
42%
17%
25%
33%
33%
8%

100%
89%
100%
78%
100%
78%
78%
33%
44%
44%
33%
33%
67%
0%

Dry Storage Fees
Avg. Monthly Fee per Linear Feet:
Avg. Total Units of Dry Storage
Avg. Total Capacity in Linear Feet
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Capital improvement budgets for aggregate national marina data typically range from
$100,000 to over $1.0 million, with destination resort marinas reflecting the lowest
allocation (highest maintenance costs).
The average for all marinas reflected
approximately $500,000 per year as shown under the following Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 – National Marina Capital Improvement Budget
ALL MARINAS BY SIZE

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Capital Improvement Budget by Year - All Marinas by Size
All Marinas
$0 - $800K
$800K - $1.75M
Over $1.75M
$367,251
$160,786
$541,667
$1,386,333
$526,962
$100,089
$744,000
$1,196,000
$495,541
$100,089
$492,000
$1,411,000
$464,391
$102,019
$527,500
$1,004,286
$526,962
$100,089
$744,000
$1,196,000

ALL MARINAS BY TYPE

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Capital Improvement Budget by Year - All Marinas by Type
Port Authority Private Marina Municipal Marina Destination Resort
$250,000
$350,337
$693,167
$201,667
$744,000
$420,077
$1,196,000
$153,281
$492,000
$323,333
$1,411,000
$173,036
$527,500
$357,500
$1,004,286
$184,375
$744,000
$420,077
$1,196,000
$153,281
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6.0 REPAIR STRATEGY
Repair strategy for the Guam marinas has evolved over the years, and has taken on an
increasing level of importance under the new administration. Due to the current
accounting system and procurement requirements, funds allocated for repair work are
depleted quickly. Due to the nature of marina properties, which involve high capital
improvement costs, sinking funds or reserves accounts are necessary in theory, but are
difficult to effectuate.
The subject marinas have suffered from neglect for many years. Dangerously poor
floating docks, rusting sleet piling, shallow waterways, damaged bathrooms and fueling
facilities, deteriorating utilities and generally poor maintenance have resulted in a poor
quality product provided to marina users.
Marina repair costs can be substantial. The budgeted capital expenditure for marinas
nationwide reflects an average of approximately $1,500 per slip per year. Considering
the higher costs of construction on Guam, it would not be unreasonable to budget up to
$2,000 per slip per year, or approximately $250,000 to $300,000 per year. This figure
assumes that all required upgrades have already been completed.
Due to the significant costs associated with marina repairs, it is critical that an
experienced, transparent and efficient management structure be implemented for Guam
marinas, inclusive of a financial reporting and accountability framework. Quality
management will likely result in additional federal grants to improve Guam’s marinas.
Fortunately, new management has pushed forward with badly needed repair work at the
GDP Marina. Phase I repairs commenced in May 2011 and include 461 linear feet of
removal and installation of new bollards, new sheet piles, walkway, railings and other
work. Funding for the renovations is from two grant awards from the US Department of
Interior under the Capital Improvement Program. A third application has been
submitted to fund Phase II, which involves $640,000 to repair docks. Phase I involves a
$1.2 million cost. A newspaper article summarizing the work is included on the following
page as insert Excerpt 6.1.
The GFCA, along with other private sector commercial operators, provided PAG with a
list of priority projects and estimated costs for the GDP and Agat marinas. A summary
of these GFCA figures is shown as follows.
GDP Marina Items
Immediate Needs
• Extend Dock Pilings 5 feet
• Fire Suppression
1

Estimated Cost1

$150,000
$100,000

Source: April 8, 2011 GFCA letter to PAG.
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Excerpt 6.1 – Newspaper Article on GDP Renovations
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Estimated Cost1

GDP Marina Items
•

$400,000

Limited Dredging
a) Access Channel
b) Entrance to Outer Marina
c) Obstacles removal

Long Term Needs
• Dry dock improvements
• Boat ramp and parking
• Fuel dock replacement
• Multi-purpose building
• Docks in Outer Marina (75)
• Sheet Piling
Total

Immediate Needs
• Replace docks
• Security Cameras
• Fishing Platform
• Channel Markers
• Dock “D” sediment mitigation

Fuel

$1,000,000
$1,500,000
$40,000
$500,000
$3,000,000
$1,500,000
$8,190,000±
Estimated Cost1

Agat Marina Items

Long Term Needs
• Repair Concrete
Area
• Dredging

<

Pier

$1,300,000
$100,000
$300,000
$100,000
$350,000

$500,000
$1,200,000

Total

$3,850,000±

The total estimated GDP and Agat marina repair cost reflects over $12 million.
However, the GDP Marina master plan includes additional projects. It is unclear what
the final investment would be, but $10.0 to $15.0 million should be expected. Such
costs limit the ability to seek alternate management options, except under a cost plus
type of agreement.

1
1

Source: April 8, 2011 GFCA letter to PAG.
Source: April 8, 2011 GFCA letter to PAG.
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In addition to providing the cost estimate, the GFCA and private firms identified possible
funding sources as follows.
Funding Source

Potential
$500,000

•

HUD Block Grant for multi-purpose
building (Rescue and Police)

•

Bond Program funded by GVB
($500,000 per year)

$8,000,000

•

US EDA

$1,300,000

•

Sportsfish
Restoration
($500,000 per year)

•

Visitor Fee ($2 per head)

Fund

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

The letter notes that 2012 funding currently available reflects $2,800,000 based on
HUD, US EDA, Sportsfish, and assumed GVB funding. Notably, there is no reference
to additional revenue that could be generated through a commercial user fee, based on
a percentage of gross sales, as is currently in place in Hawaii. Such a commercial user
fee is reasonable, but unpopular on Guam.
We are aware of other cost estimates including a $6.0 million GDP Marina renovation
and site improvement study completed in 2008 by N.C. Macario & Associates, Inc. This
study included $3.2 million for new sheet piles, concrete and cathodic protection and
other work.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Division of Federal Aid administers the Sportfish
Restoration Funding. The funds are intended to support recreational boating access,
fish and wildlife management and conservation and other programs. In 2011, a total of
$1,278,000 was requested. One program totaling $453,308 was approved and includes
surveys, technical assistance, kids fishing derby and other fishery resource
management. A summary of these details is included on the following pages as insert
Table 6.2.
Since PAG collects fees for slip usage, a Memorandum of Understanding and a costsharing formula was developed and approved by PAG, Department of Agriculture and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife to allow Boating Access funds to be used, with Sportfish
Restoration funding up to 82.5 percent of the cost of GDP Marina dock repairs. The
repair of decking should involve non-wood solutions, and extending the pilings is critical
to avoid substantial damage during future typhoons. However, a feasibility study is
required to determine if the proposed five foot piling extensions will be structurally
sound. Replacing docks prior to extending pilings increases typhoon related damage
risk.
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Excerpt 6.2 –Summary of USFWS Sport Fish Restoration Federal Aid
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Excerpt 6.2 –Summary of USFWS Sport Fish Restoration Federal Aid (Continued)
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A comprehensive repair strategy should ultimately be developed by the Marina
Manager, in conjunction with available and projected funding. The repair strategy would
list items to repair by priority, with safety issues considered most important. Repair
strategies should consider the impact on marina users, and the implementation of
repairs could be structured to minimize negative impacts, based on input from the
Marina Users Group and GFCA (GDP Marina).
Federal grants are critical considering the high costs of these projects. Once quality
management is in place, and major marina repairs are completed, it is unlikely that
Guam’s marinas will again deteriorate to the current levels.
Repairs strategies could further incorporate items of major renovation. These items
were previously detailed herein and could cost between $10 to $15 million, possibly
higher if all phases of the GDP Marina master plan are implemented. Major items of
renovation must also be prioritized and developed in conjunction with the key
participants, starting with PAG.
It is critical that the repair process is managed by the Marina Manager with support from
PAG leadership. There are factors that may require years of study before approvals are
granted. For example, dredging at the Agana Boat Basin will require GEPA approvals,
which will be protracted and costly due to possible hazardous materials (PCB and
others) which may be located within the sediment to be dredged. Further, the ultimate
cost issues associated with these projects could vary widely depending on the nature of
the findings. A recent estimate to dredge the Hawaii Kai private marina on Oahu calls
for the removal of over 100,000 cubic yards of sediment at a cost estimated between
$2.0 and $4.0 million.
The GSA Chief Procurement Office’s primary responsibility is to acquire materials and
services for Government of Guam departments and agencies, including PAG. An
alternate procurement process, that bypasses the inefficient GSA process involves the
PMC process. In November 2010, Senator Tom Ada introduced Bill 488-30, an act to
amend the procurement process for the Commercial Port. The Bill identifies that the
Port requires a public-private partnership through a Performance Management Contract
(PMC) that will provide specialized expertise and resources to improve finance,
management, etc. during the implementation of the Port Modernization Plan. The Bill
was designed to allow for specialized management of the Commercial Port due to the
substantial increases in activity projected along with Guam’s military build-up.
The Bill subsequently passed into law and the RFP and other processes were
completed.
The law for Public-Private Partnership Through a Performance
Management Contract is included on the following pages as insert Table 6.3.
However, the RFP selection process is currently on-hold due to litigation and the future
of PMC for Commercial Port operations remains pending, especially in light of the
significant recent changes in the proposed military build-up.
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The recently passed law also authorizes the Port Board of Directors to enter into a
public-private partnership through a performance management contract for other
aspects of the Port operations it deems necessary, provided all processes in the law are
followed. Therefore, such a process could be implemented to manage Guam’s
marinas.
The Procurement Management Contract (PMC) process would allow for much improved
repair processes, by bypassing the General Services Administration’s slow and
inefficient procurement process; however, a funding source is required. If a cost
accounting system that allocated marina income and expenses separately is
implemented, perhaps up to $200,000 per year could be utilized for repairs and other
marina expenses.
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Excerpt 6.3 – Article 4: Public-Private Partnership
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Excerpt 6.3 – Article 4: Public-Private Partnership (Continued)
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Excerpt 6.3 – Article 4: Public-Private Partnership (Continued)
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7.0 COST AND FEE ANALYSIS
In order to implement an alternate management regime for Guam’s marinas, it is critical
that all parties benefit from a detailed, accurate representation of historic financial
operations. This data, along with other information, serves as the basis for future
projections. Marina operations should generate a small profit or break even, before
capital expenditure costs. In Hawaii, slip rental rates are periodically adjusted to cover
the increasing cost of operations. The Guam Marina Rules and Regulations provide
that the fees and charges shall be based on the expenses of operation, maintenance
and improvements (among other requirements).
In order to analyze the subject marina financial operations, we requested historic and
income expense data from the client. Currently, there is no separate cost accounting
for the marina operations within PAG. Income and expense data was compiled by the
Commercial Division staff, via separate account reports, and significant manual input
into spreadsheets was required for this effort. It is difficult to assess the reported
historic figures with confidence due to the current accounting, reporting and compiling
process.
Considering the poor condition of the marinas, it is widely recognized that significant
costs for capital improvements would be required in the near term. In May 2011, a $2.0
million upgrade project was announced for the GDP Marina. Additional projects are
anticipated for Agat. As previously reviewed in detail herein, total required capital
expenditures for Guam’s marinas exceed $10.0 million. Additional funding would be
required to complete the GDP Marina master plan.
There are no tricks to developing a methodology for cost recovery. The process begins
with compiling and analyzing historic costs. If the marinas are classified as business
units with separate accounting, compiling and reviewing historic marinas will be
simplified. Although we attempted to complete this process herein, our confidence
level, due to the reports and reporting process we experienced, is relatively low.
Further, a complete process would require an allocation of various unreported costs,
such as insurance and PAG personnel costs for the marinas. A cost recovery plan must
recognize that capital expenditures must be analyzed separately from on-going
operating expenses.
In order to develop guidelines for a fiscally responsible and sustainable marina program,
the following framework was utilized.
•
•
•
•

Separate Cost Accounting
Identification of Total Operational Costs
Identification of Potential Revenue Flows
Recognition of Required Subsidies
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7.1 Separate Cost Accounting
The current accounting process for Guam’s marinas does not allow for critical analysis
of operations. For alternate management operations to be seriously considered, we
recommend that a separate cost accounting process be implemented by PAG.
Accurate, historic income and expense figures for the subject marinas will allow for
open, transparent negotiations with future prospective management partners. The cost
accounting should include an allocation for personnel expenses, insurance and other
PAG expenses, which will allow for an overall analysis of the marinas as a standalone
profit (or loss) center for PAG. In order to comply with the Rules and Regulations
requirement that fees and charges shall be based on the expenses of operation,
maintenance and improvements at the marinas, it is essential that such cost figures be
accurate and easily obtained. Available reported historic income and expenses are
summarized as follows.
Historic Income – Marina revenues are primarily derived from slip rentals. A summary
of historic PAG reported revenue for the subject marinas is shown as follows.
Item

FY 2009

FY 2010

FY 2011

GDP Marina

$37,181

$50,592

$52,545

Agat Marina

$143,076

$190,125

$190,296

Total Revenue

$180,257

$240,717

$242,841

As shown, the current operations and fee structure allows for revenue to approximate
$240,000 per year. The revenue reflects slip income, plus minimal dry dock fees
collected at the GDP Marina. There are likely additional revenues generated that were
not reported such as fees and penalties, rental income and other revenues.
Historic Expenses – Client reported historic expenses include utilities, maintenance,
operational supplies and contractual. In FY 2010, total water charges were reported at
$95,657 and total power charges were reported at $53,709 for a total reported annual
utility cost of $149,366. Total reported maintenance for FY 2010 was reported at
$25,644. The combined reported expense for utilities and maintenance in FY 2010
reflects $175,010. There are numerous expenses that are absorbed by PAG but not
allocated such as personnel, insurance, and other costs. Limited historic reports were
provided for capital expenditures.
Uniform System of Accounts – According to the International Marina Institute’s Uniform
System of Accounts for Marinas and Boatyards, marina and boatyard industries are no
more unique than any other commercial business in that they provide services, collect
fees, provide employment, pay bills, plan for the future and (hopefully) make a profit.
This uniform system of accounts provides the mechanism by which operations can be
compared, valued and improved. A uniform system has two components including
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organization and account structure. The uniform system defines the type of assets,
liabilities, owner’s equity, revenues, cost of sales, and expenses that should be included
in each broad category, leaving more detailed accounting to the discretion of individual
operators based on their particular type of operation.
A sample income statement and balance sheet for marina operations are included on
following pages as inserts Table 7.1 and 7.2. The framework we utilized herein is much
simpler than the uniform system designed by the International Marina Institute.
Selected national marina data compiled by IMI for actual operations is also provided, for
comparative purposes, on following pages as Tables 7.3 to 7.7.
7.2 Identification of Total Operational Costs
The limited, reported expenses for Guam marina operations must be expanded in order
to provide a reasonable estimate of total expected operational costs. Total marina
expenses typically include cost of sales and operating expenses. Cost of sales refers to
labor and materials directly related to the sales of goods and services. These costs can
be identified with a specific type of revenue. Operating expenses are all expenses
required to operate the business. Guam marinas are relatively basic and no cost of
sales account is needed.
Mr. Manny Duenas of GFCA estimates a reasonable annual operating budget for both
Guam marinas at $300,000 per year, although this is preliminary and excludes reserve
funds for major items of repair and replacement. Our cash flow projection included on a
following page reflects annual expenses of approximately $400,000 in Year 1,
increasing to nearly $600,000 in Year 6. Further details are included in a following
section. Overall, changes in accounting and management are required to produce
accurate total operational costs for Guam’s marinas.
7.3 Identification of Potential Revenue Flows
The Guam Marina Rules and Regulations provide that fees and charges shall be:
•
•
•

Based on the expenses of operation, maintenance and improvements at
the marina
Reasonable
Fixed with due regard to the primary purposes of providing public
recreational facilities and promoting the fishing industry.

A table of current mooring fees (inclusive of utilities) for Guam marinas is included on a
following page as insert Table 7.8. A common user complaint regarding fees is that the
commercial rates in Agana are lower than the non-commercial rates in Agat. It is further
noted that the Marina Rules and Regulations provide (under the Commercial Activities
section) that, “No regular or extensive use of any Port Authority property or facilities at a
Marina for private gain or private purposes shall be permitted without corresponding and
reasonable benefits and returns to the Port Authority and to the public.” These reflect
important factors in assessing future potential marina revenue growth.
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Table 7.1 – Sample Marina Operations Consolidated Income Statement

Table 7.2 – Sample Marina Operations Balance Sheet
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Table 7.3 – IMC Marina Operations Income Statement: By Sales
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Table 7.4 – IMC Marina Operations Income Statement: By Type
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Table 7.5 – IMC Marina Operations Balance Sheet: All & Top 25%
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Table 7.6 – IMC Marina Operations Balance Sheet: Top 25% By Sales
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Table 7.7 – IMC Financial Ratios: By Sales
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Table 7.8 –GDP and Agat Mooring Fees for Vessels Based in Guam
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Currently, the only reported income generated at the subject marinas involves slip
rentals with minimal dry storage income from GDP Marina, and limited rental income
from Agat Marina. The existing rates are unlikely to change until badly needed repairs
are completed and separate cost accounting is implemented. Users typically report that
higher fees could be justified if the marinas are properly maintained and managed. Any
fee changes must follow the AAA process. The most obvious potential revenue flow
involves slip rental fee increases for the GDP Marina, up to Agat rates. Available slips
are currently 100 percent occupied and waitlists exist for both marinas. Another
obvious potential revenue flow involves increasing slip capacity.
Regarding slip rates, we received rates at comparable facilities in the CNMI and Hawaii
as previously detailed herein. We further reviewed recent national averages reported
by the International Marina Institute shown in Table 7.9 as follows.
Table 7.9 – Marina Dock Rates

Potential increased revenue flows also reflect commercial operations. Higher rates for
commercial users can be an unpopular suggestion on Guam; however, commercial user
fees are common in the industry and Hawaii rates reflect the greater of double the
recreational rate or 3 percent of gross sales. Reportedly, an average of 500 visitors per
day utilize the marinas. Although this estimate could not be verified, paragliding, diving
and fishing charters generate substantial foot traffic at the marinas. Another unverified
estimate pegs total commercial revenue at the marinas at $10 million per year, which
would result in $300,000 of additional marina revenue utilizing the Hawaii rate of three
percent of gross sales.
Once GDP Marina upgrades are completed, it is reasonable to expect the slip rental
fees to be increased to the Agat rates. We further conclude that a commercial user fee
based on gross sales is reasonable at half of the Hawaii rate, or 1.5 percent of gross
sales. A commercial user fee could include exemptions, such as for fish sales, to
protect local fisherman. Calculating the fee based on gross receipts simplifies the
process, and the fee should be allowed to be documented and passed through to
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users. There are various other potential revenue streams typically associated with
marina operations including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utilities
Fuel
Parking
Boat Launch
Haul Out/Repairs
Rentals
Other (Transfer fees, etc.)

The potential revenue flows from additional sources must be considered within the
context of existing operations and agreements. For example, it is unlikely that any
proposal to charge fees for boat launching could be implemented because of historic
and cultural fishing rights. Further, the GFCA has the exclusive right to fueling
operations at the GDP Marina. In Agat, there are unknown costs associated with the
repair of the former Shell facility. Fuel operations contribute a national average of 10
percent of marina revenues, and the service is considered essential for safety and the
convenience of marina users.
The Guam marina operations could potentially benefit from
currently included in the slip rental. Hawaii marinas charge flat
types of users, from around $10 to $25 per month. The wash
widely utilized and a fee for this service is appropriate. Parking
also generate additional revenue.

utility fees, which are
utility rates for different
down area in Agana is
and transfer fees could

Potential Revenue Projections – We utilized all available local, regional and national
data in order to compile a five year potential income projections for the subject marinas.
We completed a range of versions based on separate assumption models. A summary
of analysis versions follows.
Version
1
2
3
4

Assumed Management Regime
Public Sector As-Is
Public Sector As-Improved
Privatization
Public-Private Partnership

Potential five year marina revenue projections are included on the following pages as
insert Tables 7.10 to 7.13. The as-is analysis reflects fixed annual revenue of less than
$300,000. The other versions reflect the assumptions that GDP Marina rates will
increase to Agat Marina levels, and that commercial user fees will be adopted.
Additional consideration was made for other potential revenue sources, including
additional slips, as detailed herein. Maximum potential revenue under a Privatization
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model includes additional slip fee increases and reflects revenue in Year 4 to exceed
$1.0 million.
Table 7.10 – Potential Marina Revenue Projection – Version 1 (As-Is)
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Table 7.11 – Potential Marina Revenue Projection – Version 2 (As-Improved)
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Table 7.12 – Potential Marina Revenue Projection – Version 3 (Privatization)
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Table 7.13 – Potential Marina Revenue Projection – Version 4 (Joint Public-Private Partnership)
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It is noted that neither revenues nor net income estimates are the primary components
of analyzing alternate management regimes. However, projected financial operations
were analyzed, within the context of the alternate management regimes studied herein.
In addition to possible additional revenues from new slips, revised fees and new
services, additional revenues could be generated from federal grants. We previously
noted the GFCA and private firm identified sources including HUD Block Grant GVB
bond program, US EDA, Sportsfish fund and recommended visitor fee. These sources
may or may not be appropriate to seek based on internal PAG and Government of
Guam’s Executive Branch decisions. However, once internal management changes are
implemented, it is likely that new sources of grants will become available. One such
program involves the Clean Marina Program.
The Clean Marina Program is a public-private partnership involving several federal
agencies, private industry and academia, including NOAA Sea Grant, EPA and other
partners which coordinate to allow jurisdictions a way to meet many of the marina
management requirements of the Coastal Pollution Control Program established by
Congress in 1990. This involves a voluntary, incentive based program that encourages
marina operators and boaters to practice environmentally sound operating and
maintenance procedures.
7.4 Recognition of Required Subsidy
The Guam marinas have been neglected for many years and require significant
investment. Fortunately, significant federal grant money may be available from a variety
of sources. One recent estimate indicates that approximately $8.0 million is required for
Agana upgrades and approximately $4.0 million is required for Agat. It is extremely
unlikely that any alternate management program will allow for these types of
expenditures. PAG is currently subsidizing marina operations at a level that is difficult
to assess due to accounting and expense allocation issues.
Our as-is analysis conclusion herein reflects a current, preliminary subsidy estimate of
$65,000 per year. However, the subsidy will likely increase because repairs and
expenses have been inadequate for many years. Increased fees, along with marina
improvements, will reduce the required subsidy. An alternate management regime
would also likely reduce the required PAG subsidy in the near term. Over time, it will be
possible to accurately identify (through cost accounting) and minimize or eliminate the
subsidy on marina operations. However, major capital expenditures, including federal
and PAG components, will likely continue to be part of long term marina operations on
Guam.
Notably, the current management structure is ideal for the solicitation of additional
funding for required marina upgrades. Existing PAG management includes grant writing
staff and relationships with federal government entities that oversee marina grants.
However, it is essential that, prior to formalizing alternate management options to PAG,
recognition that further grants or local government funding is necessary to improve the
condition of the marinas. Once major expense items are corrected, a more accurate
summary of actual financial operations could be obtained.
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8.0 ALTERNATE MANAGEMENT REGIME ANALYSES
8.1 Alternate Management Analyses Overview
Considering the importance of focusing on its core mission and other factors, PAG is
studying the viability of alternate management regimes for Guam’s marinas. In order to
complete alternate management regime analyses, we completed detailed research
regarding marina management and alternate management regimes through the U.S.
We completed interviews with existing management and marina users. We studied
national marina market data, obtained specialized marina industry materials, and
identified alternate management regimes.
We completed SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analyses including a detailed evaluation of
operations and management, including an identification of short and long term problems
categorized as follows.
•
•
•
•

Management Structure and Programs
Operational Facility Costs and Fees
Role and Opportunities of Marinas
Repair Strategy

In addition to SWOT analyses, we completed cash flow projections under the alternate
management regimes studied. The cash flow projections are somewhat preliminary in
nature due to uncertain future income and expenses, but reflect the importance of longterm planning. Cash flow models exclude provisions for capital expenditures which
were reviewed under the Repair Strategy section of this report. The cash flow analyses
are included in a following section under each management regime analyzed.
Management Structure and Programs – We completed research regarding the existing
PAG management structure as previously detailed herein. We evaluated the following
management structure and program alternatives.
Version
1
2
3
4

Alternate Management Regimes
Public Sector Operation (As-is)
Public Sector Operation (As-improved)
Privatization
Joint Public-Private Partnership

The Public Sector option reflects maintaining PAG or other government agency control.
Unless unknown factors justify a transfer away from PAG, we believe that PAG remains
the best Government of Guam agency to control the marinas. PAG includes trained,
experienced staff, internal systems and good relationships with critical local and federal
government agencies whose support is critical to the long-term success of Guam’s
marinas. We completed Public Sector options under as-is (no change) and asimproved scenarios. The Privatization model assumes a complete transfer to a private
entity. The joint Public-Private Partnership option was analyzed considering both forprofit and community based not-for-profit partnership scenarios.
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For each management structure analyzed, we reviewed the status of marketing, and
indentified present and potential market sectors. We identified potential new services,
amenities and facilities. We reviewed marina recommended operational policies and
procedures as well as financial programs. Our financial program analysis included a
detailed cash flow projection including public subsidy (operational loss on cash flow,
exclusive of CAPEX) requirements and identification of alternate funding services as
previously detailed herein.
Operational Facility Costs and Fees – We completed an overview of existing accounting
practices as well as available historic income and expenses as previously detailed
herein. We reviewed and compiled possible budget and cost accounting systems
including the identification of potential areas of cost savings. Except for possible water
leaks and abuse at GDP Marina, the current marina conditions will require higher costs.
Therefore, cost saving options are limited in the near term. We completed a detailed
review of fees and charges, as well as recommendations for revision as previously
discussed.
Role and Operations of Marinas – Our study included a detailed overview of the role
and operations of marinas. We reviewed the nature of marina operations and the
framework for analysis of this unique real estate asset. Our study included a general
overview of the economic contribution of marinas. To the extent practicable, we
reviewed the attitudes of marina users regarding the preservation of traditional and
cultural uses of marine resources. We further reviewed marinas as a public and social
resource as well as the regulatory and safety support role of marinas. Our overview of
marinas included commenting on resource management and utilization.
Repair Strategy – Our repair strategy study identified deficiencies in the condition of
Guam’s marinas including public health and safety issues and facility infrastructure
repair. Our repairs strategy analysis herein included slips, docks, utilities, navigational
issues and other components of Guam’s marinas as well as preliminary estimated costs
of repair.
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8.2 Version 1 – Public Sector Operation (As-Is)
Our analysis of the Public Sector operations management option included both as-is
and as-improved components. As-is assumes that the management structure and
programs currently in place would continue with nominal changes. Effectively, this
represents the No Action option available to the client. The existing management
structure and programs have resulted in the poor condition of the marinas as well as
this study of alternate management options. It is widely agreed that improvements in
the existing as-is operations are necessary. Our SWOT analysis details the significant
problems with current, as-is operations.
A summary of our SWOT analysis for the as-is Public Sector operation model is
included on the following page as insert Table 8.1 . The advantages of as-is public
sector operation include a strong organizational flow, defined responsibilities, resource
accessibility, leadership strength, and information dissemination.
Existing as-is
operations also benefit from user group input, user affordability, and grant writing
resources. PAG has been successful in keeping the marina environment open to all
users. Most recently, PAG management has recognized the importance of correcting
health and safety issues and improving repairs and maintenance.
The disadvantages of as-is Public Sector operation include inadequate marina specific
training, not marina user friendly, limited oversight and accountability, no goals and
planning, safety and security risks, few marina programs, and poor marina amenities
and services. Additional disadvantages include poor access to historic data, weak
budgetary ability, no cost accounting solutions, no financial transparency, no reporting
standards, and no on-site management of marinas. As-is operations have resulted in
an embarrassing gateway connecting locals and tourists with Guam’s vast oceanic
resources. There are substantial opportunities, but these require a change in
operations to accomplish. The primary threat of continuing as-is operations involves a
continuing decline in the subject marinas along with a contraction in resource
availability. Additional issues considered are detailed on the table.
Preliminary projected cash flows (exclusive of CAPEX) under this as-is Public Sector
scenario are included on a following page as insert Table 8.2. We estimated
preliminary allocations for personnel and marina insurance expenses. The analysis
indicates that PAG is currently subsidizing marina operations by approximately $65,000
per year, exclusive of capital expenditures. The preliminary cash flow model reflects
losses increasing over time to nearly $125,000 in Year 5.
The as-is operations ignore potential market sectors as well as potential new services,
facilities and amenities. There is a general lack of satisfaction among users regarding
as-is operations.
Overall, the as-is Public Sector as-is operation framework was
ranked as the least desirable option regarding alternate management regimes analyzed.
Table 8.1 –SWOT Analysis – Existing Public Sector Management (As-Is) Option
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Table 8.2 – Preliminary Cash Flow Projection – Version 1 (As-Is) Scenario
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8.3 Version 2 – Public Sector Operation (As-Improved)
As previously noted, the existing Public Sector management has benefits including
established relationships with other government entities, experienced staff and other
advantages. This is critical considering the indentified need to continue and expand the
grant writing programs to solicit funding for additional required marina upgrades. PAG
relationships are considered critical to increasing federal grant funding for Guam marina
upgrades. Therefore, we completed an as-improved analysis assuming continued
Public Sector operations, but with the following improvements.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marina Management Support
Health and Safety Issues Addressed
Cost Accounting Established
Marina Manager Hired
Funding for Repairs Adequate
Short Term Repairs Completed

Our analysis under this as-improved Public Sector management scenario recognizes
that significant improvements under the PAG management team are possible. The
advantages of public sector as-improved operations include all of the as-is strengths,
plus opportunities such as improved training, new resource options, improved user
friendliness, improved oversight and accountability, goals and planning, safety and
security solutions, enhanced marina programs, and enhanced marina amenities and
services. Additional advantages include improved budgetary ability, improved cost
accounting, improved transparency, improved reporting standards, procurement
improvements, on-site management of marinas, and improved grant writing resources.
The disadvantages of public sector as-improved operations include the lack of marina
specific training, management/administration turnover, potential resource contraction,
lack of satisfaction among users, limited oversight and accountability, and continued
safety and security threats. Additional disadvantages include no reserves funding, lost
potential additional revenue flows, and decreased user affordability.
Projected cash flows under this scenario are included on a following page as insert
Table 8.3. Assuming the fee increases discussed herein, this option reflects near
breakeven operations in Year 2 and 3 with increasing profits of over $150,000 annually
thereafter. Identified profits under all cash flow scenarios could be utilized to establish a
sinking fund for future major repairs. Considering the need for a percentage of PAG
matched funding of grants, a marina sinking fund would potentially eliminate future grant
losses.
The as-improved operations would likely recognize potential market sectors as well as
potential new services, facilities and amenities because a competent Marina Manager
would work to achieve these goals, with support of PAG. Overall, the public sector asimproved operation framework was considered as critical to the long-term needs of the
client. Successful improved operations under PAG will support a fair, transparent
transition to an alternate management regime in the mid-term as further detailed herein.
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Table 8.3 – Preliminary Cash Flow Projection – Version 2 (As-Improved) Scenario
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8.4 Version 3 – Privatization
The opposite of a Public Sector management regime involves privatization.
Privatization can be defined as the transfer of responsibility for selected PAG marina
management functions from PAG to a private party or entity by contract, lease, or other
formal agreement. Delegation to the private sector allows the need for a service to be
decoupled from the actual production. Privatization may allow a government agency to
focus on its core objectives and it may offer an opportunity to inject expertise and/or
capital from the private sector into a public project. Private entities are not subject to
public agency limitations such as enabling legislation, mandates, or other regulations
and are therefore frequently more innovative, flexible and/or efficient.
During the mid 2000s, there was a growing trend involving the conversion of public
marinas to private ownership. The most common reasons cited for public marina
conversion to private ownership, according to one study, included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public officials looking for alternate ways to get better service at lower cost
Public officials concerned that government money for boaters has largely
disappeared
Expensive to maintain and modernize facilities
Government agencies tend to be weak on maintenance budgets
Marinas not public service, but hospitality business that caters to and
serves customers
Conflicts between need for staff vs. government holidays (marinas are
busiest during holidays)

In 1997, private marina management firm Westrec submitted an unsolicited proposal to
privatize all of Hawaii’s small boat harbors, including nearly 4,000 boat moorings.
Westrec, in exchange for a proposed initial 5 year renewable contract, indicated a
private capital injection of $75 to $100 million would occur to improve the marinas and
provide additional on-shore facilities such as boat dry storage, outrigger and kayak
racks, charter companies, boat dealerships and restaurants. The then-state Boating
Administrator David Parsons was quoted as stating that the private firm would need
more than existing slip rental revenue to succeed. The privatization proposal did not
materialize and the state continues to maintain control over Hawaii’s public marinas.
In Florida, there was recently a trend to sell public marinas to private entities. The
buyers subsequently sold slips (known as docominiums in some markets) at prices up
to over $100,000, which previously leased for a few hundred dollars per month. The
privatization trend in Florida lead to a significant decline in public-water access at
facilities.
In Guam, during PAG’s General Manager Joseph F. Mesa’s tenure, efforts were made
to support then Government of Guam’s plans to privatize marina operations. A Project
Summary Sheet, developed in conjunction with GEDCA, suggests $3.0 million in
upgrades needed for the GDP Marina. We understand that two proposals were
received, but Government of Guam plans subsequently changed and the privatization
plan was scrapped.
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Concerns regarding privatization of public assets in general include both ideological and
practical issues. Ideological opposition is grounded in the conviction that the operation
and management of public assets such as marinas is a core function of government.
Practical concerns with privatization include a lack of relevant models from other
jurisdictions, the loss of quality control and flexibility, and indirect transaction costs that
may be overwhelming or unaccounted for. Further, a potentially successful privatization
effort may be undermined by poor public sector management. Increasing the success
rate of privatization, according to a Rockefeller Center at Dartmouth College study,
includes precision, ease of measurement and evaluation, high level of competition
among potential providers, distance from agency’s core mission, variable demand for
services, ease of hiring and firing, and private providers economies of scale benefits.
We continued to analyze alternate management regimes for Guam’s marinas assuming
a privatization model. Privatization would include a near total transfer of ownership and
control to a private entity, which would operate the facilities in a manner designed to
maximize profit. Privatization, for analysis purposes herein, is assumed in a manner
that does not violate deed restrictions that would result in reversion to the federal
government, and further would occur in conjunction with all local regulations and laws
(as-is or revised as necessary).
A summary of our SWOT analysis for the privatization model is included on the
following page as insert Table 8.4.
The advantages of privatization include
organizational flow, defined responsibilities, adequate marina specific training, marina
user friendly by design, defined goals with planning, safety and security prioritized,
marina programs expanded, marina amenities and services expanded, and information
dissemination requirements. The disadvantages of privatization include loss of
government control, unknown CAPEX issues, limited competition, uniqueness of
Guam’s marinas, resource accessibility may suffer, leadership strength unknown, and
pressure to increase fees. Additional details are included on the table and reflect
various opportunities and threats associated with this model.
A cash flow projection for the privatization model is included on a following page as
insert Table 8.5. As expected, the privatization model generates the greatest cash flow,
but assumes relatively significant fee increases are adopted. The privatization model
reflects that Guam’s marinas have the potential to generate over $500,000 annually in
profits, before CAPEX. Such profits could justify a loan of up to $10.0 million, which
reflects the total approximate capital expenditure requirements. The Privatization model
could be utilized to sell off the marina assets to private control.
Although cash flow projections are attractive under a privatization scenario, it is unlikely
that a privatization program could be successful on Guam. The boating community is
active and would not likely support a program that requires significant fee increases and
a loss of control. Public access and reasonable fees would both be at risk under a
privatization framework. There are no existing private marina operators with experience
on Guam. Overall, the privatization framework was ranked as the second least
desirable option regarding alternate management regimes.
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Table 8.4 – SWOT Analysis – Privatization Option
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Table 8.5 - Preliminary Cash Flow Projection – Version 3 Privatization Scenario
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8.5 Version 4 – Public-Private Partnership
A Public-Private Partnership through a Performance Management Contract (“PMC”) is
authorized for Guam marinas under the recently adopted law as detailed previously
herein. Public-private partnerships may take on various forms and include either forprofit private partners or not-for-profit community-based partnerships. PAG may enter
into a partnership with a private firm or community group. The partnership would be
designed to capitalize on each party’s strength.
Public-private partnerships are formed as equal or unequal partnerships. Ideally, the
development of a unique partnership would improve all aspects of Guam’s marina
facilities and reduce the need for long-term subsidies by increasing efficiency of
operations and providing users with the services they require, opening additional
revenue streams. A successful partnership would eliminate the procurement issues that
handicap existing management, and could insure that the shorelines are maintained and
enhanced, while protecting public access and maintaining cultural preservation.
A public-private partnership would allow PAG to focus on its core mission. Under a
hypothetical agreement, PAG would likely retain its position as the party responsible for
capital expenditures and long-term planning including plans to complete the GDP
Marina master plan. This allows the marinas to benefit from PAG’s government
relationships and grant writing abilities. Under this scenario, the private entity would
assume responsibility for day to day management, accounting, application processing,
general repairs and maintenance, personnel and reporting.
A successful public-private partnership would allow for the redeveloping of underutilized, highly valuable land to generate economic activity and create a positive
economic impact to the island by creating employment opportunities. Once federal and
local funds are committed for major upgrades, the private partner could obtain access to
bank loans that would enable new development projects to move forward. Such
projects could include a waterfront restaurant, and other facilities.
The River Street Marina project in Port Huron, Michigan is one example of a successful
public-private partnership between a government entity and a private firm with
experience operating other marina facilities. The equal partnership design provides for
the private firm to maintain the facility in terms of management, administration,
maintenance and repair costs, while the public entity handles major capital
improvements. The partnership was possible because the marina had been sustaining
progress over time, and government leaders supported the experienced private firm as
its partner.
Once the River Street Marina’s private partner took over operations, labor costs were
managed more effectively. Repair and maintenance programs were established and
managed in conjunction with experience and budgetary restrictions. The private sector
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partner added amenities for boaters.
They renovated bathrooms, added airconditioning and new fixtures, and repaired docks. The environment was designed to
hold boaters in the highest regard and emphasize the hospitality nature of the marina
business. Successful events organized by the private partner included interaction with
the local community via proactive marketing campaigns.
The GFCA has proposed, as part of its proposed Fishery Economic Development Plan,
a Marina Authority to revitalize the Agat Marina and expand the GDP Marina under a
public-private partnership, including community based oversight councils to manage the
marinas. Although GFCA may ultimately be selected as the best private partner for
PAG, it is important to complete the study and review private partner alternatives before
reaching a conclusion.
Overall, successful public-private partnerships allow for increased efficiency from the
public and private sector partners. The public entity is allowed to focus on its core
mission and maintain its oversight over capital expenditures and long-term planning.
The private entity would ideally bring marina management experience to the partnership
in order to capitalize on existing staff training programs, financial reporting and
maintenance oversight strengths.
For public private partnerships to succeed, various hurdles must be crossed. We are
aware of successful public private partnerships for massive real estate redevelopment
projects that included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Outreach
Public Vote
Private (not public) control of process
Master Plan
Attracting other Related Investors
Luck
Comprehensive Memorandum of Understanding

Public-private partnerships, in order to succeed, must separate politics from profits. The
public and private entities must have a common agenda (win-win). It is essential to
define the decision making process and authority. The partners must have common
risk/reward priorities. Finally, the partners must carefully define the public benefit, and
regularly report progress to the public.
The major challenge in this process involves identification of the private partner. For
profit firms ultimately seek to maximize profits, potentially at the expense of PAG and
marina users. Guam is unique and for-profit firms may not understand our special
circumstances, inclusive of public access, traditional fishing rights and other local
issues.
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While numerous community based groups participate in the use of Guam’s marinas, the
GFCA is especially well suited to partner with PAG in the management of Guam’s
marinas. Members of GFCA are experienced with marina operations and use of
vessels, including needs, servicing, safety, repairs and other important factors. A
partnership with GFCA, if both parties agreed, could capitalize on the strengths of both
PAG and Guam’s boating community experts. However, considering the current
management problems, it may be premature to move toward a partnership in the near
term. It is also important to consider that there may be other parties that can offer
marina management services in partnership with PAG.
A summary of our SWOT analysis reflecting the community-based not-for-profit PublicPrivate partnership model is included on a following page as insert Table 8.6. The
advantages of community-based Public-Private partnership operations include: PAG
maintains core focus, partner is expert in marina operations, organizational flow, defined
responsibilities, adequate marina specific training, resource accessibility, marina user
friendly, oversight and accountability, defined goals with planning, safety and security
prioritized, leadership strength, improved marina programs amenities and services, and
information dissemination.
The disadvantages of community-based operation include lack of competition for
partner, difficult to define relationship, PAG maintains CAPEX, defined responsibilities,
oversight and accountability, and leadership strength. If PAG improves its current
marina management operations, many of the disadvantages associated with this
partnership can be eliminated. Based on our analyses, a phased approach into a
Public-Private partnership reflects the best alternative management regime option for
the client.
The projected cash flow model under this alternate management regime is included on
a following page as insert Table 8.7. Although many estimates are preliminary in
nature, the model reflects potential profits of nearly $200,000 per year by Year 3, prior
to CAPEX costs. Profits (split 50/50 under an equal partnership scenario) could be
utilized to establish a sinking fund for major expenses.
Overall, the Public-Private Partnership framework was concluded as the best mid-term
alternate management regime for Guam’s marinas. However, the client is advised to
complete the recommended internal changes prior to soliciting for a private partner.
Pushing forward too quickly to change management, before PAG has the opportunity to
improve, could negatively impact negotiations and possibly result in liability issues for
the client. A phased approach ideally results in a fair, transparent change in
management for Guam’s marinas. Recommendations for this transaction are included
in the following section.
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Table 8.6 - SWOT Analysis – Joint Public-Private Partnership Option
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Table 8.7 – Preliminary Cash Flow Projection – Version 4 (Joint Public-Private Partnership) Scenario
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Conclusions and Recommended Implementation Study

Overall, we recommend that the client improve internal management and prepare for a
future transition to Public-Private Partnership. The Public Sector As-Improved option,
once completed, will allow for a well supported future solicitation of interest from private
partners.
The Public-Private Partnership model of management allows for a
combination of strengths from both PAG and the private entity selected.
We developed a framework for the recommended alternate management regime
implementation process. This framework includes risk mitigation considerations as well
as near-term, mid-term and long-term recommendations. In order to minimize risk
associated with management change, the client is advised to study and identify
unknown factors that would impact negotiations including:
•
•
•
•
•

Dredging Issues
Future CAPEX
Increased Fees Potential
Framework for PPP
Typhoon risk mitigation (GDP Marina piles?)

Our Alternate Management Regime Implementation Plan includes suggestions that the
client incorporate into this process. This framework could be modified based on PAG
priorities and commitment to change. Our framework summary is detailed as follows.
Near Term Recommendations (0-12 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment to maintain & improve marinas
Fund health and safety required repairs (docks, bathrooms, pump, fueling,
siltation issues, navigation, fire suppression and security)
Recognize marinas as business unit
Modify accounting to include separate marina cost accounting (including
allocations for hidden costs)
Complete cost accounting and determine actual level of marina subsidy
Revise Commercial Manager Job Description to include separate line item
for marinas
Analyze Master Plan for GDP – commit to completion or revise as
necessary
Plan to complete Phase II of GDP Master Plan within 36 months.
Expand Grant writing program for Guam marinas
ID and secure additional grant funding (NOAA etc.)
Request US DOI to designate PAG as recipient for majority (or all) of DJ
Sport Fish grant for use in improving and maintaining Guam’s marinas
Hire Marina Manager (considering community-based input) with intent to
transfer to private firm under PPP
Allow Commercial Division flexibility to solve marina problems and complete
repairs
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Commence AAA Fee Review process (requires accurate cost accounting to
support fee increases)
Plan user and community outreach/update meetings
Coordinate with federal and local partners to obtain dredging approvals and
seek funding
Charge GFD and GPD fair rent and utility costs
Analyze utilities and costs (investigate water lines and charges at GDP
Marina)
Restore user confidence in PAG management and plan for transition to
Public-Private Partnership
Adopt best practices program
Review and improve operational layout of marinas including Loading Zones
and parking management
Review and renew Jan Z’s tenant lease
Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan

Mid-Term Recommendations (12 to 24 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study successful PPP marina models
Identify specific goals of PPP
ID Partner requirements
Determine allocation of partnership (Equal?)
Solicit input via RFI
Detail PAG CAPEX Commitments
Determine required insurance cost allocation/reimbursement
Complete AAA process and revise fees including possible commercial user
fee (and exemptions)
Analyze potential loan guaranty commitment for partner to allow additional
development, if desired
Develop short list of potential partners
Develop controls for oversight of partner
Develop PPP RFP Materials
Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan

Long-Term Recommendations (24 to 36± months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicit interest from potential partners
Negotiate agreement
Transition operations
Regular reporting and oversight
Public and user outreach
PAG manages CAPEX and long term development
Partner manages operations
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Review and update compliance with 2008 Master Plan
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